Burglary is becoming ap roblem
f o rseveraloff -camp us residences
who-is just going after DVDs and therrFv/as knowing someone had been
other such items since they are much in their house. "What bothers me more
easier to sell or get rid of," she said, than anything is that someone was in
adding that other items in the house our house. That is to say, it sucks that
'. Several off-campus residences have were left undisturbed.
100 DVDs Were stolen, but material
>een burglarized this year, and resiClaire Walsh '06, a Sheldon Place possessions are largely replaceable.
dents are unhappy with the response resident, felt that Colby students have But the creepy feeling that someone
)f the Waterville Police Department, been targeted in. these—rebberies^ wasiti-Qur-JiQUse, lookingibjj aj ghj aur
vlost of the items taken have been "From what I gather, the recent rash of things, is a lingering one," Walsh said!
Jither DVDs or jewelry. Victims of the break-ins, at least on our street, has "Our landlord installed a dead bolt and
•obberies interviewed by The Echo only been a problem for Colby stu- a lock-picking deterrent, but it still
Sit that they were being targeted as dents, all three , Colby houses on makes me concerned to know that we
allege students, especially because Sheldon Place have been broken into," are gone for weeks at a time over
he break-ins occurred during school said Walsh, who added that her non- breaks. It also upsets me that the
)reaks.
Waterville police do not seem to have
. Kaitlin Herlihy '06, the off-carnpus
any answers about who is doing this
and why Colby houses are being tar•epresentative to the Student
j bvernment Association said that
geted," Horwitz said.
Gould advised that all off-campus
constituents have reported incidents
residents make sure they are careful.
6 her, but that she was "fairly certain
Gould said to "take all of the common
hat there are more incidents because
security measures, it is good to have a
here are often rumors going around
description of anything of value, to
ifsuch things, but people did not take
take small items home while gone on
he time to report" the incidents to
break, but there is no way of making it
ler. She recently brought these con100 percent burglar proof or fool
:ems to the Feb. 26 Presidents'
proof."
Council meeting.
Deputy Chief of PoliceJoe Massey
According to the WVPD, they first
Claire' Walsh '06
said "I think we've had three since
earned of burglaries involving stuSheldon Place resident
November and it seems like every
lents in November, when residents
school year we'll get one or two bureported one at a Sheldon Place
glaries from off campus sites. One of
iddress that had been broken into oyer
the things that you have to keep in
Fhanksgiving break. Since then, three
>ther incidents have been reported to Colby student neighbors have not mind is it's easy for people to deterhe police, one irrJanuary and two in reported any problems. "To me, it mine that Colby -students are Hving in
F ebruary. Detective Sergeant John seems that Colby students are being a particular place." Massey added that
3ould of the-WVPD said that the targeted." Madeline Horwitz '06, theyJiave not been able to find any
investigation is still open, but there is Walsh's housemate, echoed her senti- suspects, and that in the past houses
lothing ongoing and active right how, ments of frustration. "If Colby stu- have been targeted because they are
and that they really do not have any dents are indeed being targeted, ,1 easy to break into when students are
solid leads at this point. "The think a solid recommendation would on break and because they have large
Waterville Police Department has not be to talk to the neighbors and try to parties with lots of people moving
done much since the_first time they 'community police.' Then again, if the through the house^ He also concluded
:ame out to investigation," Tracy neighbors are the ones committing the ~ that it "doesn't seem to be where it 's
Kolakowski '06 said. KolakowskTs crimes themselves/that is a whole dif- . any worse than past years, certainly
three since November is a little higher
Winter Street home was broken into ferent issue," Herlihy said.
All interviewed victims said that than we can remember."
on Jan. 16, and jewelry and DVDs
were taken. "It's obviously -someone the worst part of the experience for

Buon Appetito! International Day in Madison

By BEN HERBST
NEWS EDITOR

...the creepy
feeling that
someone was in
our house, looking through our
things, is a lingering one.

GAG and AAC approve Green House
dialogue housing for another trial year
By BEN HERBST
NEWS EDITOR

The College Affairs Committee
and the Academic Affairs Committee
approved dialogufi housing for anoth^
er trial year in a joint decision last
week. About 35 students have
expressed interest in the 2006-07 pilot
program, which will be another environmentally themed house, basically
xontinuing this year 's Green House
This year, Goddard-Hod gkins residence hall is home to the first pilot program of dialogue housing. According
to Vice President for Student Affairs
and Dean of Students Janice Kassman,
some students, may be allowed to live
in the Green House for a second year,
in order to continue the progress made
by this year's residents. She explained
that "they have been the ones talking
up the Green House for next year."
However, the decision lias not yet been
made whether or not to allow this.
Currently students are not allowed to
live in dialogue housing for more than
one year.
The current dorm president of the
.Green House, Katherine Boyce '08
•said that interest has been strong so
far , and she expects that there could be
more interest as the year progresses.
"So far, about 35 people have
expressed interest in living in next
•year's Greenhouse," Boyce explained.
i"Since room draw is still hovering in
•the distant future, we expect that many
more -students will express interest in
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living here as room draw approaches."
Boyce, along with Anna Barnwell
'08, wrote the proposal to extend dialogue housing. Their mission statement reads "The Green House serves
as a living space' where students interested in, or, curious about, environmental issues can explore classroom

year, as well as listed the numerous
activities and projects they have underway this year. Among those projects
they found several unique ways to limit
their impact on the environment and
sought to set an eco-friendly example
for the rest of the campus. Their methods included lowering the temperature
inside the dorm, hang drying clothing
instead of using dryers and using less
water to shower. They have more
events planned for this spring as well,
and future projects include possibly
adopting another dorm to teach them
what they have learned.
In the proposal for another pilot
year, the authors wrote that in order
for the Green House to be successful,
it will need several years to develop.
"While the student residents have
been both enthusiastic and receptive
of the program and its initiatives , it
will take time beyond this pilot year
in order for the dorm 's full potential
Mission Statement
to come , to fruition. We adamantly
Green House dialogue housing
believe that this program can become
proposal
a vital asset to both the college's profile and future."
theories in a holistic context ,
Student Government Association
Secondly, the house serves as a model President Donnie O'Callaghan '06
to initiate and to strengthen campus- said that he is happy that the program
wide greening efforts both through will be continuing, "In only a year
example "and by sponsoring interac- they have done some incredible
tive activities for the entire campus. things, it's good to have another year
The Green House strives to include of a pilot program."
the broader Colby College communi- .
Kassman said the final decision to
ty in as many inspiring and thought approveor deny dialogue housing as a
provoking ways as possible."
permanent housing option has been
The proposal outlined the monthly delayed another year and could take
events held by the Green House this place next spring.

The Green
House serves
as a living
space where
student...can
explore environmental theories...
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SaraBooth '06 teaches a class on Italian language and culture at MadisonJunior High School/or
their International Day on Tuesday, Feb, 28. Students and language assistants taught at the school.

SGA probes interest in future social
and academic honor code for students
By BEN HERBST
NEWS EDITOR

The
Student
Government
Association discussed a possible
honor code at the Feb. 26
Presidents' Council meeting; the
code would include both an academic anc) a social segment.
Ben Poulos '08, president of
Pierce
hall ,
and
Student
Government President Donnie
O'Callaghan '06 are the forces
behind this effort—Poulos has
made this a personal issue since he
joined Presidents' Council in .the
fall of 2004. Currently they are
gauging the interest in a code
among PC members, and Will be
talking to members individually in
the coming week. Depending on the
perceived level of interest, they will
decide whether or not to bring a
motion to PC.
Poulos said that the code is
"pretty simple and straightforward ," "I believe that an honor
code offers the opportunity to take
an investment in the community
and change it for the better. There is
a lot of good, but it can be made

better," O'Callaghan said.
The code is rn a conceptual form,
and they have a rough draft of what
it could look like. However, more
details will be figured out if it progresses .any further. Poulos
explained., that , "some more work
needs to be done on how it is to be
carried out."

When we bring
[the honor
code] to PC
and the CAC
we will have
talked to everyone who needs
to make input.
Ben Poulos '08
Pierce residence hall president

The rough draft of the code
asked students to "agree not to participate in any endeavors which
may be regarded as dishonest" in
the academic section, and "agree to

treat all students, faculty, and staff
with utmost respect" in the social
section. The academic portion
would cover cheating and other
forms of dishonesty, and the social
section would cover "physical
assault including sexual assault,
^
destruction and theft of property,
and harassment."
Vice President for Student
Affairs and Dean of Students Janice
Kassman said that an honor code
has come up three pfevious lirhes,
and that it failed most recently
about four years ago. She said that if
it does hot have a provision for students reporting violations, it is generally viewed as "honor code li ght"
and will most likely not pass all the
necessary steps.
"When we bring [the honor code]
to PC and the College Affairs
Committee we will have talked to
everyone who needs to make
input," Poulos said.
If the code does not move any
further, Poulos and O'Callaghan are
both confident that this exercise has
been a step in the right , direction.
"Good things can come from failure. I'm ready for the discussion to
begin," O'Callaghan said.

SGA working group makes recommendations on social life changes

many people in them as is determined safe by the Physical Plant
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Department. To determine the safe
number of people in a room, PPD
The Residential and Social Life divides the square footage of the
Working Group, one of the working room by 15, The recommendations
groups established by the Student specify that whenever the capacity
Government Association this fall, exceeds the current limits and
presented a series of residential life approaches the PPD-calculated safe
recommendations at the Feb. 26 limit , the residents of the room shall
be considered to bo hosting a
Presidents ' Council meeting;
"We realize there 's a problem "Social Gathering." The working
with social life on campus," SGA group noted that they wish to conParliamentarian Zach Russem '06, tinue the registered party system for
chair of the working group, said at public spaces, such as lawns and
the meeting. "There 's problems dorm lounges.
Additionall y, the group recomwith , room capacity, unreg istered
mended that a resident of the room
parties and dorm damage."
The recommendations include a must submit an electronic form to
new system for the number of stu- Security, Student Activities and the
dents allowed in individual rooms Dean of Students Office when the
in residence halls and the apart- room is hosting a Social Gathering,
ments. The group proposed that all In the form, the room's residents
rooms Should be allowed to have as must agree to take full responsibiliBy KATIE HAMM

ty for the health and safety of their
guests and for the well being of the
physical space. The recommendations also state that the only timing
restrictions for when Social
Gatherings arc allowed will be the
quiet hours of the specific hall.
"The goal is for people to be able
to congregate in dorms, so people
don't go off-campus," Russem said,
"Currently the restrictions are way
below the safe threshold."
A separate recommendation suggests" that the Marchese Blue Light
Pub should have the option to stay
open until 1 a.m. if there is adequate
business. In this circumstance, the
Joseph Famil y Spa should stay open
until the same time, the pub should
prepare its own food or the pub
should obtain a non-restaurant
liquor license.
Continued on Page 3
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Registrar to retire af ter f our decadesof sermce
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effectively managed student
records, scheduled classes, rooms,
STAFF WRITER
exams, and JanPlans, and has been
workingon a project to enter every
Since his arrival on Mayflower individual who has ever graduated
Hill as a replacement professor in the from Colby into the school's data
geology
department,
George base—approximately26,000 graduColeman II has brought expertise, ates since the school's conception in
humor and a general love for his 1813. The registrar'sjob is not easy,
work to his job as the College's regis- and Coleman cites the hardest part
trar. Known for his impeccable mem- of hisjob as "just keeping this place
ory, red holla tie, matching red nuining."
checkered dhm aiid distinctive mous"The master plan of Colby's curtache, he will be missed by all as this riculum is like a city subway and
semester marks bus retirement.
George is on top of every connec"As a geological scientist< - turned tion, e\eiy alternate route, every
administrator, Coleman lias brought arrival, every departure, every third
systematic thinking about complex rail,' he knows everything, sees
information and logical decisionmak- everything, predicts everything,
ing to the position of registrar," said remembers everything," said . Pat
VicePresident foi
Onion, professor of
English and co-chair
Academic Affairs
and Deaft of
of the English
department, who is
Faculty Edward
¦ ¦
. . . •'
. ADAM LO^ENSTEIN/TtfE COLBY ECHO
in charge of the
Yeterian. !'His
George
Coleman
IF
will
end
his
43-year
career
as
registrar
this spring.
work
ethic,
department's curdetailed knowlriculum. She has
worked with Coleman dedication to his work. 'I can count on nature. "But he has lots of other interedge of Golby hisfor 10 years . "Mere the fingers of one hand the times I left ests, too—his family, music, theater,
tory, sense of
mortals consult sched- Colby before [Coleman] was ready to travel, bird-watching...When we've
humor, Jove of
puns and (seasonules, times, rooms, and leave the registrar's office," said Joan gone to conferences he's always up for
Sahzenbacher, director of Special a hike or sight-seeing and can usually
class size."
al) string ties are
One of his major Programs, "the light across the way tell us more than we really want to
well known to
feats has been convert- from my office was a beacon that know about the geology of a place!
those who have
ing the office from a showed George was still at work long I've ajso had the pleasure of his comworked closely
pany outside of work for the last 20
strictly pen and paper past the time most of us were gone "
wim hirn."
After
years
of
long
hours
of
hard
system to an entirely
years through the Occasional Chorale .
Coleman gradBeth Schiller
technology controlled work, Coleman has decided it is time He sings in it and Tye been the accomuated
from
Acting Registrar
C or n e 1 1
computer database. to pass on his job. He has plans for an panist," said Beth Schiller, who will
"From the start of the active retirement and is involved in succeed Coleman as the new registrar
University with a
technological boom, he several nonprofit organizations, for the 2006-2007 academic year.
B.A. in geology.
"1think George will be remembered
He then went on to graduate school at had the best grasp of how technology including the Waterville Church,
the University of Kansas, where he could revolutionize academic record United Way and the Waterville Opera as the man with the moustache who
obtained an M.A. and an A.B.D. in keeping," Vice President of Student House. "I hope to take time to travel has the answers and can 'get it done,"
geology. He began his career teaching Affairs and Dean of Students Janice and finish up those yard projects" he Schiller said.. "I would count myself
in the geology department as -a - Kassman said. "I was always in awe of said. "We don't plan on moving from lucky if I could come anywhere close
to matching his ability to serve so
replacement, and when he was no his ability to call up information Waterville."
In addition to his philanthropic many, so well and with such style! No
longer needed in that department, the quickly and efficiently."
j ob as registrar had opened up and he
Despite the challenges associated interests, Coleman has been cited by one will ever 'replace' [Coleman] and
decided to apply for it.
.
with his job over the years, Coleman colleagues as a talented performer, he'll be greatly missed, not least of all
In his 43 year career, Coleman has has always maintained his extreme with a love for the performing arts and byme.
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LETTEKS
The Echo encourages letters from ifs readers, especially those -within the immediate
community, Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or:
topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week.
Letters should be typed and signed and include an address or phone number. The Echo
will not, under any circumstances, print an unsigned letter. .
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on 3.5" disk
or via e-mail at echo@colhy.edu. The Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

I think George
[Coleman] will
be remembered
as the man with
the moustache
who has the
answers and
can 'get it
done...'
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The Editorials are the official opinion of the majority ofthe Echo staff. Opinions
expressed in the individual columns, advertising and features-are those of the author, not
of the Echo.
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please call us at (207)872-3349 or ext. 3349 on campus.
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Newwebsite willallow studentsto buy and sell
textbooks at lower prices than campus bookstore
By JASON KING
STAFF WRITER

Students now have a website that
allows them to buy and sell textbooks
to each other online. The site, colbybook.com, which has been online
since Feb. TO, consists of a forum
where students can post details and
prices for books they wish to sell;
interested buyers can contact sellers
through the forum and pick up their
books from them directly. The site
also includes a lost-and-found and a
ride board for students requesting
transportation to and from Waterville.
Membership for the site is free , and
students can sign up for it directly
through the site's homepage.
"You can almost make it a guarantee that you can get your books sold,"
said Jeff Rwhle 09, the site's webdesigner. Ruble may sound like a
businessman pitching his services, but
he and colt>ybook.com's founding
members, Jabez Dewey '07 and
Mitchell Barkiewicz '07, do not stand
to profit from their site. Instead, students are allowed to set the selling
price for their own textbooks and
make money off them accordingly.
"The whole purpose of this was to
take out the middleman," said Ruble.
He, Dewey and Barkiewicz only ask
that students offer their books at 60
percent of the listing price.
"But that can be negotiated," said
Barkiewicz. Sellers specify the condition of their books on the forum, but
they can raise or lower the price somewhat depending on the condition. The
forum more or less mimics the traditionally informal student-to-student
book sales that it aims to systematize.
Dewey and Barkiewicz come up
with the idea for the system toward
the beginning of JanPlan. They objected to the prospect of spending hundreds of dollars at the bookstore at the
start of each semester. "It was kind of
worthless j ust selling [books] to the
bookstore and buying thern again,"

said Barkiewicz. "We figured there
was an easier and : cheaper way, so
why not do it?"
Of course students have always had
the option of buying and selling textbooks among each other. But this has
been mostly a scattered process,
depending on word-of-mouth or
advertisements on the Digest of
General Announcements. "We just
thought, why not organize that process
more?" Barkiewicz said.
Barkiewicz and Dewey presented
the idea of a forum-oriented website
to Ruble, whom they had met through
the swirn team. All told, it took Huhle
18 to 24 hours to program the site.
Ruble added the lost-and-found ,and
ride board forums to the site after noting the overall clutter on Jie General
Announcements. And he made sure
that students' posts would not be
removed from the forum until after a
transaction was made—hence his
guarantee of reliable sales.
To date colbybook.com's sales
have been slim. The site has 85 members, and Ruble says two transactions
have been made so far. But Dewey
just sold an American business and
management text for $45; the bookstore only carries new copies of it at
$90.80 each. And a chemistry book,
which goes for $148,00 new and
$59.95 used at the bookstore, is selling for $65 onthesite. Barkiewicz and
Ruble are confident that their cheap
and easy system will gain popularity
by the end of the semester, when students are eager to get old textbooks off
their hands. By then they plan to promote their site more extensively
through posters and General
Announcements.
Ruble, noting that the College of
William and Mary has a similar website for textbooks, even considers popularizing the system outside of
campus, "We hope if it kicks off well
here, we can extend it to other
schools," he said.

Several Omen 's ffi
Month events planned off
campus for April dnd May
7 p.m. at the Waterville Opera house
By ANNIE KEAKNEY
with a free concert by Libby
FEATURES EDITOR
Roderick, an
internationallyacclaimed singer, songwriter, and
To celebrate Women's History political activist, which will be folMonth , Colby 's Women, Gender, lowed by nearly a dozen other
and Sexuality Studies program and events chosen to showcase women
the Goldfarb Center for Public of all different backgrounds and
Affairs and Civic Engagement, have interests who are working to make a
collaborated with the Waterville difference in their communities,
organization Hearty Girls Healthy their country, and their world. The
Women, the Maine International offerings in the series include conFilm Festival , and the Maine certs, film screenings, question and
Women's Lobby to plan a six-week answer sessions, and lectures.
"The events are designed to be
long series of events celebrating the
important contributions of women interesting and accessible to a wide
called
"Women
Making range of students," said John J. and
History...Making
Change." Cornelia V. Gibson Professor of
Additional support has come from History and Women, Gender, and
the Office of the President, the Sexuality Studies Program Director
Cultural Events Committee, and Elizabeth Leonard. "It is a series of
Railroad Square Cinema.
events that will bring the public and
The series will kick off tonight at the College together."

Check^ufwhat Jim lias...

Date:
2/21/06
2/21/Q6
2/21/06
2/21/06 .
2/22/06
2/23706 ,
2/24/06
2/25/06
. 2/25/06
2/26/06
2/26/06 ' ¦
2/26/06 '
2/26/06

Nature:
Vandalism
Assist WTVLPD
Citati on
AssistWTVLPD
Vandalism
Vandalism
Medical Response
Vandalism
Disorderly conduct
Citation '
. Citation
Citation
Medical response
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'

'
.

.

.
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location;
' " Colby Gardens
Dana Hall
Drummond Hall
Drummond Hall
Mary Low Lot
Mary Low Lot
Health Center
The Spa
Hockey Rink
Foss Hall
Foss HaJI '
Foss Hall
The Heights

Time:
12:30 a.m.
9:20 p.m.
10:20 p.m.
10:20 p.m.
6:03 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
1 1:06 p.m.
1:30 a.m.
4:45 p.m.
12:10a.m,
12:14 a.m.
1:35 a.m.
1:44 a.m.

'

.

-

Disposition:
Deans Office
• , . . Deans Office
Dearls Office
, Deans Office
, WTYLPD
'
.WTVLPD .
Maine<3eneral
WTVLPD
WTVLPD
Deaths Office
Dearly Office
Deans Office
MairteGeneral

'

¦

'

¦ ¦ ' ii

March 11, 10am-2pm, Networking Event: "Networking for the
XX Chromosone," keynote by women's networking expert Diane
Danielson, location TBA.
March 13, 7-10pm, Screening of the film "Deadline," on the '
death penalty, by filmmakers Kate Chevigny and Dallas Brennan,
with Q&A to follow, Lovejoy 100, Colby College.
- ¦*• • '
March 16, 4-5:30 pm, Workshop: "Women and Political
Activism for the 21st Century," led by lifelong Maine activist,
Suzanne Crawford, location TBA.
April 6,4-5:30 pm, Lecture: "Gender and Genre: The Cinema
of Turkish-German Female Director Seyhait Devin," location at
Colby TBA (screenings of Devin's films will be scheduled during
the week prior to the lecture).
April 8: 9:30am - 4:00 pm, Kennebec Valley Community
College, TechKNOW Girls Unlimited Conference:To Your Health
for Girls and Women.
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Comments:
Railing broken on third floor.
" "
False IDs.
Drvg,violation
Bail conditions check.
Rear wiadow of vehicle broken.
•
Vehicle broken into, nothing stolen.
Drugs.
Side mirror broken off vehicle.
Visiting team fan removed from game.
Underage drinking.
Unregistered party.
Underage Possession.
Alcohol.
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March 4, 7pm/ 2nd Annual Maine Film Academy Awards
Gala, to honor a woman filmmaker, Colby Museum of Art.

.
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April 14: 7:30-9:30 pm, Holly Near in Concert, Given
Auditorium (tickets are free but required, please contact
Elizabeth Leonard).

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log
i-

.March 2, 7pm, Singer-songwriter Libby, Roderick in conperj^ ^t
the Waterville Opera House (tickets are required).
. ; - , . . ;.,

April 14: 2-4pm, Pugh Center, Workshop: "Demystif ying
Activism," led by singer-songwriter and political activist Holl y
Near (limited capacity; contact Elizabeth Leonard if you are interested).

Household items
beer memorabilia: mugsi ittiirors, neon lights
Thurs., Fri./Sat.^Sun.
10a.m. '5p.m.
In the old Levine 's store on Main St
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WOMEN MAKINGCHANGE.MAKINGHISTORY:
' March 2-April 14, 2006
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FormerAmerican Ambassador
gives
lectins on China

Who 's Who

l.CY ,; i ,

Timothy Stenovec1 '06

- '• ''
l

that communism in China would fail. between the two nations, Lilley noted
his thesis, he enjoys his responsibili- history teacher; for now, though; he '
He also said that the United States how imperative it is for the "United
By SAJtAH GOLDSTEIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
ty as Foss residence hall president, might work for Plum TV again,j and
failed to eliminate communism even States to engage, China on a wide range
He likes being involved with the .stu- hopes to return.to his West>Coast
after dropping bombs in the Chinese of issues. Although acknowledging
,
•'
Former United States Ambassador region of Manchuria. At the same that the United States is militarily
With less than a semester remain- dent government on a small scale roots:
Reflecting on his time at Colby,
James Lilley came to the College on time, Lilley said, "The Chinese were superior to China, the ambassador said
ing on Mayflower Hill, Timothy and, as a people person, appreciates
Thursday, Feb. 23 to discuss the trying to carry out their own revolu- it would be wrong to allow China's , Stenpvec '06 is making the most of the chance to work with students Stenovec mentions that his favorite
"importance of keeping China from tions in Southeast Asia," which also aggression to go unchecked: ''Walking
his last months in college and pon- who he would not normally meet. thing is the people. He will miss the
becoming too aggressive.
dering ideas for the soon approach- Stenovec also finds time to work camaraderie of his classmates and
resulted in failure. He called the away from it is crazy. Fighting it is crazier.
•
We
can
pick
our
battlegrounds.
Inside a packed Lovejoy 100, Lilley attempt in changing China "like the
ing "life after Colby." Stenovec is an with Colby Cares About
We can deter them." However, Lilley
began his speech by.stating how under- flea'at the back of an elephant."
outgoing, self-proclaimed people Kids and is currently servstanding China's history is essential in
The fourth and final period in mod- spoke of a .peaceful side to resolving
. person .who is, involved in many ing on the history departorder to gain insight on why the coun- ern Chinese history, according to the conflict with China.
aspects of the College's community ment advisory committee
After stating that countries such as
try acts the way it does. "You've got to Lilley, was filled with reconciliation.
while also successfully balancing the and the senior pledge, comAustralia,
Taiwan and Singapore have
know their history because they keep At this time, a free market began to
writing of a, senior thesis for his his- mittee.
¦¦
bringing it up," he said. He also sum- emerge and more people were lifted expressed concern over China's
tory major. : .;¦ .
. . ¦' Stenovec's passion, howmarized what Western nations have out of poverty as the middle class buildup of military weapons, he then
Curious as : to' why many students ever,, is film production and
done to China: "Power, trends, and began to rise. However, Lilley cau- spoke of ho\y globalization could pos- T.>d©:#Otiseesi ^care about the war in editing, >a talent he ' honed
tioned the audience not to be fooled itively impact China. A way this could :; Iraq and trie j ack of protest amongst through an internship with
with the remarkable progress in China: be done would be their involvement
students, Stenovec decided to inves- Plum TV , in Vail, CO, this,,
tigate the College's anti-war move- past summer. He was lucky
"Today, we have a continuing problem. with the World Trade Organization. In
enough to produce, edit,
We are the status quo power and they doing so, Lilley said that working with
direct and - jiaye his own
the WTO nnight-±e_an_Jmpetus_Lo.
are the rising power."
television segment. Now,
In discussing China's rise into a reducing the number of impoverished
Stenovec has paired with
major world power, Lilley explained people. He then said-that the United
two fellow classmates to
how China perceives its emerging role States and China , are joined at the hip
produce a reality dating
in the world. With this in mind, he said when it conies to economic trade, as
show for Colby. Currently
that China views the United States' the United States needs China to purin the stages of pre-producalliances with countries such as chase its treasury bonds the same way
tion , Stenovec is clearly
Afghanistan, India, the Phili ppines, China needs American products to. susexcited about the pilot and
Singapore and Australia as "encir- tain its growth.
NOAH BALAZS/fHE COLB? ECHO
which
leads
to
a
charge
from
Despite
the
progress,
the
chance to use his creative Tim Stenovec '06
"
clement,"
however,
'
James Lilley .
talents on campus.
the Americans that the Chinese are Lilley made an acknowledgment that
Former United States Ambassador
While in Vail this past summer, spending the weekends -with friends.
"power projecting." In response, said there would always be a challenge in
to China
Stenovec was also able to pursue his When asked what four years1 ' has
the ambassador, the United States is keeping China stable: "It is very hard
interest of mountain biking, which taught him, Stenovec shared the wis-/
criticized by China for meddling in to run [a nation] with 1.3 billion people
he first began in his hometown of dom of one of his gqvern$e|
with [various] dialects and provinces."
n.t-proideology struck China and tore it up." Taiwan's affairs.
San Luis Obispo, California. fessors:' choose only one* major to
Yet, for all the'rhetoric exchanged
Lilley then . went on to describe
Influenced by his father, who enjoys allow time to take classes in a varir
what he believes are "four periods"
road cycling, Stenovec has taken to ety of subjects and really take advanthat brought out different attitudes in
the mountains but also works on his ."';. tage of the liberal arts education
modern Chinese (history. The first
road biking skills with the Colby experience at the College—a philosperiod, which took place in the nineCycling team. He also finds time for ophy that Stenovec stands by. • • ' . :" .
teenth century, saw China as a victim
the
mountains when he heads to
Until May, you can find
meat during the Vietnam War for his
of Westernization. He spoke of how
-thesis. He spends much of his time Sugarloaf on the weekends to snow- Stenovec spending time.-; with
the Opium War resulted in the annexfriends at the pub or up at the Loaf. .
/interviewing alumni and professors 6 board with friends.
ation of Hong Kong as British terriWith graduation fast approaching, "I want to take advantage .of every
tory, and, "thus begins the era of
and working with archival materials.
Though the project takes up a lot of Stenovec still hasn't decided on a opportunity that Colby has tp offer,
gunboats, oil and the Biblej" as
it,
time, Stenovec believes that it is a concrete post-Colby plan, though hang out with friends and meet new
Lilley put That is, the introduction
, .worthwhile experience, especially . he's toying with the ideas of enter- people," he said, For the.' nej&t three
of Western ideals and Christian misbecause of the opportunity to get to tainment journalism, broadcast jour- .months, this extroverted, ifun-lovsionaries into China.
According to Lilley, the second
know people who attended the nalism, teaching or grad sehool.-He , . ¦¦ing guy will/continue to live/.up to
period of Chinese history was "during
. would love to return to his high the Colby motto of working , hard
. College at fhe ttime.
,
'
.. . ..
VVlienStenovec is not busy with school later on in life to work as a and playing hard.
World War II. This period was characterized by chaos, civil war, massive
inflation, starvation and death. Lilley
then describedhow the Christian missionaries were kicked_out of China
.- '" ¦' ".___ ¦ , ¦ -s- ! -, .' - ¦,- ¦ j IK
.':^v,n'j m-M < ?\-.>ri> nn;' r;Guo~ri r
shortly after World War II for sup>" h ' •'' >• •)-»;" .' J2 i i.- "¦*"'/ » 'ii' y w .•
porting imperialism.
'
The third period spanned the time
during the Korea War and involved
hostilities, Chinese embargoes and
arising as to whether they will actual- there are currently an inadequate numBy KAYLAZEMSKY
revolutionary movements. During
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
ly be a better indicator of graduate ber of testing centers to fhold the
amount of students that will raced to be
this period, Lilley recounted how the
performance.
NOAH BAUZS/THE COLBY ECHC
United States fought China in Korea
Furthermore, to prevent cheating present at each session. • 'ir. Upperclassmen antici pating the
Former Ambassador to China James Lilley speaks on Chino-American
Liz Wands, the national director of
and Vietnam under the assumption
overhaul of the . Graduate Record ETS will only offer the new test
- relations in a packed Lovejoy 100 on ' Thursday, Feb. 23:
Examination (GRE) can stop worry- approximately 30 days a year, whereas Graduate Programs at theoPrinceton
Review, does not believe the'changes
ing Tor another year. On Feb. 8 the
will make for a more adequate assessEducational Testing Center (ETS )
ment of graduate-level ability. "Field
announced that the changes' previtests have not gone as srribothly as
ously scheduled to debut this
ETS hoped ," she said in a recent interatmosphere in residence halls.
Ultimately the recommendations October affecting close to 500,000
Continued From Page 1
view,
"and they have not collected the
With these recommendations, the would have to pass through the students are being postponed until
data necessary to roll out isuch largeworking group hopes to "spur some administration to take effect. Coleman October of 2007.
scale changes." She is not surprised
sort of action from SGA that's really noted that the administration may not
The revisions to the GRE, required
lor the delay, however, as she said
"It doesn't make sense for the pub constructive to the problems within react in the same manner as she for entry ' into mariy graduate-level
ETS is generally late meeting Itheir
to close at midnight on weekdays if the 'school ,'' said Hannah Coleman expects students will: "I think the ini- study program , promise to be the
deadlines.
people
there,"
Russem
said.
'
08,
there's
a member of the working group. tial reaction from administrators and greatest in its 55-ycar history and arc
Wands' advice to students applying
"People could study for another hour. Both Russem and Coleman believe staff in general will be negative catching significant criticisms. The
to graduate school is to take- the test
One o'clock is not all that late ,"
that the response from the student because this document will be seen as test will nearly double in length to
Liz Wands
' According to the statement, the rec- body will- be a positive one; "All of students trying to figure out ways they approximately four hours, and new
before the changes are implemented.
National director of Graduate
Programs at the Princeton Review
"It will be shorter and more familiar to
ommendations corrie as a response to these recommendations are a common can drink more and party more, but questions focusing on critical analyboth students and admissions offithe student perception that the resi- belief among students at Colby," that 's a misinterpretation of this docu- sisy reasoning, and data interpretation
cers," she says, Furthermore, because
dential life experience at the College Coleman said.
ment. A lot of these changes will help will replace ones on analogies ,
has deteriorated. Russem cited some
Depending on the response , the rec- enhance overall social life and not just antonyms, and geometry. These new the current GRH can be taken almost the new scoring system has not yet
of these reasons as being parties off ommendations may appear as motions the drinking aspect of social life, and questions have never been used be lore any day. This new policy will allow been worked out, the first batch of
campus, the falling out of Hall at the next Presidents ' Council meet- it can really bring liveliness back to on any standardize d test, and while KTS to create an entirel y new exam for new tests will be held for as much as
Council and a lack of communal ing to be held on March 12. this campus."
ETS claims they will improve the each administering of the test. This six to eight weeks while anew scale is
GRE' s validity, much skepticism is may be one reason for the delay, as created.
By JAMES BELTRAN
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It is very hard
—ttHiifffarnation]
with 1.3 billion
people with
[various]
dialects and
provinces.
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Stenpvec has
pairedwith two
tellpw class- s
mates to produce a reality
dating show for
JCblby. Currently
in the stages of
pre-production,
Stenovec is
clearly excited
about the pilot...

After majorj ehanges^fe
GRE^es't deiayed folr^T^easTrorie year
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Room Draw Schedule 2006
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March X3-24
Sign-tips for: Alfond Residence Complex, Off Campus, Mary Low
Co-opI, Green House, Quiet Hall, and Substance-Free Halls .
April 7
, , Lottery Results Posted for Alfond, Off Campus, and Alternative
Draws on Housing Webpage
April 9 - 2:00 p. m., Cotter Union
Quiet Hall room draw
April 9 - 6:00 p.m., Cotter Union
Substance-Free Halls room draw
<
April 11- 4:00 \) .m., Eustis 201
Mary Low Co-op room draw.
V: , :
,
- f' am W-4:00 p. ttu, Eustte 201 }
'Greeri House |room draw.
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Field tests have
not gone as
smoothly as
[the Educational
Testing Center]
hoped.
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At Quintrfpinc Universit y School of Lmvk you 'll Awl every thing you need to succeed.
From a challenging yet supportive academic environment to faculty members ^
'
who wj to |>««>p« .inteltecwalcolleagues . From liw-dfch t clinks to real-world
"
exteriwlilps. Plus annual merit ^hoIar*riips Hinging from' $3,000 to full tuition.
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A codp . worth si gning '¦} *
The Student 'Government Association presented the student body
With the beginnings of an honor code earlier this week. Before
determining'whether this is a positive or a negative change for the
College; the purpose of an honor code must be examined.
An honor code is about trust, improving trust within a commu-'
nity to make it "better. Writteh"and enforced correctly, an honor code
would foster trust among the entire Colby community—students,
faculty and staff. The trust would be mutual and reciprocal among
all parties. Used incorrectly, the code can be a way to incriminate
students twice for an action already against the rules.
A well-written and carefully considered honor code should instill
' in students a 'serise of maturity. They are being trusted to behave'
like adults who can"and must police themselves. When a student
under an' Honor cdde 'COmmits an infraction, he or she is' not only
breaking the school's rules, bur his or 'her own personal rules of
'
conduct as well. ' ' '
However, if students are expected tq act maturely and responsibly, they must be seen in the eyes of the community as mature and
responsible. To this end, the faculty, staff, and administration must
demonstrate their faith in students—for example, by allowing tests
to be self-administered, as is done in places like the University of
Virginia and Davidson College. Short of a measure such as this, the
College is effectively saying that they do riot believe that the honor
code pledges will be truly obeyed, sending a message to students
that they heed not obey them.
Additionally,"the College must make certain that the,honor_ code
applies to the community, and not just a group within it. Everyone
deserves to live in a community based on respect . Both professors .
and administrators must have respect for the private life and physical person of students, and vice versa. If students are asked to
respect their peers, if is only fair to ask the faculty to respect theirs,
¦ as well-—no slandering fellow professors in front of students, or
' discussing the private habits of one student with another;
In the ways outlined here it is quite possible that an honor, code
would be a positive addition to the College.
While the written code itself could be a positive change, the way
in which it is introduced is also very important. The code must
begin with ari incoming class and not be forced upon students who .
have already been at the College. In this way, the code has the
chance to become a part of the institution and the way we think of
ourselves as Colby College students. An honor code cannot become
just another piece of paper we ;sign when we first matriculate; its
significance musfbe emphasized arid taken seriously. If a code ends
lip being just another form first-years fill out or another bullet on;
the College's list of proud components, it will .meah nothing. In the
coming week's, if 'the code is engineered at all ,, it must be crafted in
such a way that its signing is voluntary, and not just to say if one
chooses to attend Colby then they choose to sign the form.
Incoming students must be forced to make a conscious choice, not
sign another sheet of paper.
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stopped." I was intensely disturbed by ured an attempt' at civility would be
Evaries casual treatment of a wOfd that r-re&orlable. I suggested we have lunch
carries a long history of hatred and the next day before I considered pubdifferentiation, I wondered what stirri-- licly grilling huni*
Evan said 'in his post; "Does anyulated . his seeming antagonism and
why he would be so bold as to suggest body out there actually CARE that
that someone does riot have a right to some asshole ' posting on the digest
'[' : just Used the word 'fag'" 14 times
be hurt by its usage. '
Later, Evan suggested in his post, (make that 15)7" My basic message to
"Why don't we all stop worrying so Evan was: "I do_care. I am entirely
unconvinced by your
much about what
By MATT MORRISON
argument, and I am
other people say
going
to use'rny lever*
•' '¦'l and"start! worry"'
'
'
'
'
age as a writer to make
So it; was past midnight ''last ; ing abbiit things
you serise the power of
Thursday and I was still at the library.' '' that" ; ' ; actually
language—to claim
I was taking a' break to talk to my f matter." T tcruldthat polarizing derogafriend Tim and he brought something' h't . have distions are asinherently
to my attention that hadjj ffendgdimu—agised-mop^-L—
unloaded as any other
It was a Digest of Civil Discourse was pissed. I
¦
utterance is fdolish." I
post by Evan Benedict. In the post, ' ¦ .'.sent him an :ewrote to him in my eEvan defended his right to use the mail immediatemail: "For people who
word "fag" as liberally as he wished, ly. 1 wrote: "Hi
have been demeaned
while adding a compensatory caveat: Evan, I'm Matt.
¦
I
'
by the usage of fag and
he would never say "fag" with the
m a fag arid
intention of hurting someone's feel- I'm also the editor of the opinions sec- other derogations like it, the mere
ings. While I understood Evan 's tion for The Echo. I woufd 'like to utterance (or "overhearing" as you
mechanism, using the word "fag" to write an article next week on your post suggest) of the word in a questionable
ihflamrnatorily ' affirrh ¦.Ills'' fight to' on the Digest. Usually, we don't write environment can provoke feelings of
freedom of speech, I was angered by articles covering things like this, but great ^airi and difference." I was irate,
his perfunctory treatment of an I'd imagine that what you wrote may and to Evan's credit, he accepted
intensely hurtful word: .
.
grow newsworthy enough that I can responsibility. He agreed to meet the
In his Digest post, Evan asserted: rationalize it. Though the Digest does- next day for lunch.
f
"use Of the word 'fag' (and let's , n't get much exposure, the opinions ¦' •- Despite a somewhat embittered
remember, it IS just a word. What's section does, and I think what you' string of e-mails the night before,
wrong? Can you not sleep at night if wrote deserves a response." Then I Evan and I managed an interesting
;
you've heard ~it that day?) can't be took out "fag" and wrote "gay." I fig- and productive discussion at lunch. I

ADVENTURESIN
OUTER SPACE

\pen #i*m
!
attempted to dismiss the power
otwoxdsihe summoned the fury
of language.

'¦ "' .

gained respect for him throughout our
conversation and we engaged in an
occasionally tense but mutually
respectful discourse. Evan revised one
of his Digest comments to me, asserting: "Sometimes what people say does
matter...! 'will certainly concede that
point." He also added, "Obviously if I
use 'fag' inappropriately, I should be
told this is an offensive thing to say
and (told), 'you've deeply hurt someone.'" I was impressed by his eio-quehce 'arid sensedV ; an 'underlying '
compassion. I told him that I thought
he betrayed his true sensitivity on the
Digest post.
Though Evan and I had to leap'
semantic hurdles atnearly everv Juncture of our conversation, I did not discover the thoughtless bigot I felt I
might. Evan was, as he affirmed in his
post, not going "out of his way to
offend people." Yet, by appearing
casual in his Digest's treatment of the .
word "fag," he had offended quite a
few. He.had aggravated and unsettled
people while ironically believing he
was incapable of doing so. He contributed to a climate of hostility of
which queer-sensitive individual s are
especially suspect and perceptive,
even though this was assumedly not
his intention. When Evan attempted to
dismiss the power of words, he summoned the fury of language.

Denmark: freedom
What happens when these two
Civilizations rise and fall with the ignorant instead of forcing a dogmatprinciples collide? A-perfect example ability of their citizens to ifflelligent- ic value system that carries with it
is occurring rigfc^t , npwl _ in-.tiie^ic}dle; ly criticize arid question society's stiff penalties.
East. Last December, a Danish news- standards: America Wouldn 't be
It is too much to expect that radipaper published caricatures Or" 'the America without people like; Martin cal Muslim clerics will choose to
Muslim prophet Mohammed. These Luther King challenging the previ- address offensive remarks to their
By JOHN WHEELOCK
cartoons were offensive and deroga- ous generation's dogmatic beliefs. religion in a peaceful and polite manCONTRIBUTING WRITER
tory towards Muslims, but the pub- However, countries also experience ner. However, we should expect our
disUsher was.m^igg a.
Jfcfeme£j oj^g, trouble when the minorities are society) to allow for uninhibited
~
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i{ j "Re'ad'; Banned'
Bo'^'HayS'1 ^ HoweveTy&BsifeMdf?in.the^|plrl the 'rrrajol ^^^
most' 'rrlfeHigent '' arid J ' welt-grouriiled
^poster 'in-Brx^r W'^ and^Wusit; world has been .yiolaot"Stirred, up by.: shouTtT-Rave 'pfl^ity'^fTeedrfrn' '"if v 'beirigM accepted. Freedom of speech
' should hot cower before political corLibrary. A series of quotations from Muslim clerics with a political agen- speech or PC? : Freedom of speech—¦
some of America 's greatest intellec- da, Muslims have taken to the streets, every single time. Only through rectness and the chance of offending
tuals defends this freedom ' of attacking foreigners, storming EU intelligent and open debate can a someone, for then America will have
speech. It 's heartening to see Colby buildings, burning the Danish flag, society tackle its most important betrayed the heroes of its past and its
supporting orie of ' th'e '-m6st impor- and chanting "Death to Denmark, issues. Those In the minority must unique character.
educate and engage thbse who are
tant ' aspects of 'AmericarC society, Death to America." ' ,r
'
one that makes our nation unique.
The Danish' newspaper
"
¦¦
For centuries , Americans have been has defefided their decision '• ¦ ' '" "
-'
allowed to speak their opinions, no to publish these cartoons as
Chopsticks in My Hair
matter how controversial they may a way to demonstrate the
be. Freedom of speech conjures up "self-censorship" that ' goes
by Julia Gerniaine
the Norman Rockwell painting of a on in the intellectual society
humble but proud young man stand- these days. People are so
ing up among a crowded town afraid of offending certain ;
assembly. A list of patriots comes to groups that they refrain
mind: Benjamin Franklin , Thomas from bold and controversial
Jefferson , Harriet Beecher Stowc, ideas. The penalties for
Mark Twain, Margaret Sanger, Walt advocating these ideas,
Whitman and Martin Luther King, imposed by both the instituamong many others .
tions and the offended, are
On the Colby website, the summa- so great that freedom of
ry of values stales: "Colby stands for speech is being suffocated.
diversity; for, respect for various Political correctness has
lifestyles and beliefs; < and for the pro- created a stagnant and backtection of every individual against dis- wards atmosphere in which
crimination. " Colby strives to create a a set of values and ideas
society where everyone—regardless have
become dogma.
of race, orientation or gender—can Colleges that have always
feel comfortable and proud of them- been bastions of open and
selves. Considering the history of hate honest debate have wanand violence in the United States, dered from this principle ,
Colby and other colleges should be Colby encourages its stulauded for establishing a world where dents to read banned books,'
__ ¦» ,
¦¦'
^U
1
1
I
1
™
'
those in the minority are protected and but only of the politically 1
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enfranchised.
correct kind.
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In honor of Women 's History Month, which Colby f emale will go into history and why?
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The Pitf aUs of

By ROSSKAPLAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last Thursday, as usual, I picked up
a copy of The Echo on my way to
lunch, and just as I was about to chow
down on my turkey and Swiss on, I
noticed an Op-Ed piece written by
Charlie Hale on the recent election of
Hamas to head the Palestinian
Authority.Now I know as President of
the Colby Democrats, it's probably a
good idea for Mr. Hale to promote the
virtues of democracy. And I agree,
democracy is a damn good thing,
especially in a place like the Arab
world where there is very little of it.
But what happens when democracy
goes wrong? It wouldn't be the first
time that such a thing has happened.
Adolf Hitler became the Chancellor of
Germany through democratic, albeit
shady means, and the same for
Saddam Hussein.
Mr. Hale seems to think that now
that Hamas has the responsibility of
the livelihood of the Palestinian solely
in their hands, they will become a
legitimate political entity that will

^

work towards peace. Howevwvifpr
that to happen, Hamas will have to
disarm, renounce violence and recognizethe state of Israel. Maybe I'm getting a little cynical in my old age, but
I'm not so optmtistic that any of those
three thingswillhappenanytimesoon.
In fact, Hamas has done or said nothV
ing that would lead me to change my
mind. We cannot simply hope that
Hamas will transform themselves
from an insidious terrorist orgaruzation bent on destroying Israel to a
legitimatepolitical party on their own
as Mr. Hale suggests; He even suggests that, "we ,focus on Hamas'
future, not its past." But it is impossible to ignore the fact, that in the past
20 years, Hamas was responsible for
die brutal murders of thousands of
innocent Israeli civilians and showed
no remorse for it. Hamas' own charter
still calls for the destruction of the
• . • ¦.- -__J^_
state of Israel.
I do concede that there is historical
precedence for the successful transformation of a terrorist group into a
viable political entity. Sinn Fein, the
political wirigof the Irish Republican
Army,and ETA, the political wing of
Basque Separatists in Spain, successfull y shed their violent images.
However, the Palestinian conflict is a
completely different situation. For
one, both Sinn Fein and ETA had
plenty of experience with democracy,

Don'tmt Don 't Tell
Although I probably don't sound
while such a concept is very new to
the Arab world; Although the like it, 1do agree with several of Mr.
Palestinian,territories are home to the Hale's points. If I were Palestinian, I
most liberal democracy in, the Arab toowould probably vote for die party
World,Fatah; th*fbrnier i^g party, which promoted, social welfarerather
was incredibly corrupt and left a bad than for the party which was a parataste for many Paje^marm, wluch is digm of rampantcorruption and inefactually one of the main p^Bsons why fectiveleadership.
Hamas won so many seats in the . However, even though one of our
major foreign policy issues is to
PalestinianParliament.; , ?
Sure Hamas is great at grassroots democratizethe Middle East, I strongpolitics, providing medical care and ly disagree with Mr. Hale's assesseducation fw many PalestimanS, but ment that "we've put all our chips on
at this point Hamasjustdoesnot have a little thing called democracy, so
the necessary political institutions in we'll have to take our chances with
place. So I guess the big question is: that" I don't think for a second that
whathappensnow? Should the United we should be forced to take our
States and European Union cut off chances on democracy.For Hamas to
funding to the Hamas controlled become a genuine peace partner, it
PalestinianAuthority? Of course they --Steeds to disarm, renounce violence,
should. While thoseof you may aigue and recognize the state of Israel. The
that doing so will make life for biggest problem facing us could be
Palestinians even worse, we simply --Hamas' future plans. From its seat of
earinnt tnlce the chance that thaf_ bower it could destabilize urocomine
money may be used for future terrorist Israeli parliamentary elections
attacks. Additionally, mere are ways through terrorist attacks as it did in
to easily circumvent direct.funding 1996. That could pave the way for a
such as footingthe bill for utilitiesand new Israeli Prime Minister, one who
other services, and directly donating might not be as willing to negotiate as
food- and- other supplies' to the the present Prime - Minister Ehud
Palestinian people. Nevertheless, I'm Olmert is. No matter where Hamasis
sure that our so called allies in Saudi going there is no reason why we
Arabia and Dubai will; continue to should treat them as an equal, neverfund the PalestinianAuthority; that is theless trust them in the meantime.
as long as tiiey are not too busy building indoor ski:resorts.

Commitment ^
can just feel it edging closer. They've
been married 26 years and counting,
but they're die exception, not the rule.
They're not pushing me to get married
anytime soon, and I'm not evenreally
pushing myself. So why ant I afraid of
something I'm not being forced into
By DAN BURKE
or
going to have to put myself through
STAFF WRITER
for at least another 5 years?
I'm scared of what happens after
I'm 23 now, which is a little older the wedding arid the honeymoon; I'm
than the average college student. I'm scared of the thought that I'll eventualso a senior, which means, as you can ally divorce. I don't know what it's
probably guess, that I will venture out like to go through a divorce as a kid,
into the real world and create a career but from I've heard, it's really hard in
for myself (hopefully) father than ways I can't imagine unless I'd lived
maintain a string of part-time jobs. through it. As a kid growing up in the
That idea doesn't scare me. I wouldn't '90s, it seemed.like I was the only
be graduating in May if it did. one in my school whose parents were
However, I will tell you what emerg- still married. I wasn't, but some days
ing inevitability really scares the hell I just felt like that because divorce
out of me: marriage.
•had become more common as the
I'm literally petrified of marriage years passed.
Will I ever go through a divorce?
and I'm not afraid to admit it. I
shouldn't be afraid right now because Maybe, but I hope not. Even if I do,
I'm not engaged. In fact, I don't even the one thing I will toy never to do is
have a girlfriend. But when _ I Jlrink grow to detest my soon-to-be ex-wife.
about how old I am, and I think of the
There are women on this campus
fact that my mother and father got that I have had serious crushes on over
married at 22 and 25 respectively, I my three and a half years here.

CONTRIBU'TING WRITER

Yep, I won an I-play flag football
championshi p once. We all know that
this is arguably the p innacle of many
I-play careers, the granddaddy of all
championships. But one must ask,
why do we want to win? Teams need
inspiration to go for the gold. The
cheer I'm thinking of is the one most
universally, and passionately chanted:
the song of the championship t-shirt,
Xhere is rio greater inspiration; it is
the Olympic gold medal, the perfect
trophy—one you can literally wear
around your neck and not look arrogant doing so. I've heard some argue
that it's only cotton, a mere T-shirt,
but anyone who has ever achieved Ip lay glory, or who has fallen just
short, knows better.
There is a catch, however, one that
most I-play champions never notice.
After enduring pouring rain, 40degrce weather1, and a healthy dose of
illega l tackles we all make "by accident,"my dreams of displaying my.Iplay aptitude were shattered. I did get
my beloved T-shirt, but it was a
medium. I asked for a small but was
told medium was the smallest they
had. I was devastated. I'm 3'8", on

SWF WRITER

A communications specialist, an.
admiral, a Korean linguist, a Russian
linguist and a polyglot speaking five
languages are no longer in the U.S.
Marine Corps] Coast Guard, Air
Force and Army. They were widely
befriended and accepted by their
peers in their units and were very successful members of the U.S. armed
forces, some even having the opportunity to play key roles in ensuring
national security. They are no longer
working for the military because
some saw them as threats to "Unit
cohesiveness" and, therefore, national
security. For the same reason, 54
Arabic linguists were fired before
September 11, and their absence was
one important reason for the US' lack
of key intelligence—"tomorrow is
zero hour" (in Arabic)—in the days
preceding that disaster.
Interestingly, because of a recruitment shortage partially attributable to
the loss of these valuable servicemen
and servicewomen, convicted felons
are now allowed to fight at the front
lines. Age,physical fitness and intelligence requirements for the Armed
Forces have been relaxed during the
Iraq conflict out of sheer desperation
for want of troops. Why,then, have all
of these people left or been fired from
a job they loved? Because they are
gay. Or lesbian. Or bisexual. Or anything in between. Not straight.
The Don't Ask, Don't Tell law
(DADT), put into place during the
Clinton Administration in 1993, was
originally signed into law to replace
an outright prohibition on people
greater than 1, and therefore less than
straight, ' on ffie -Kihsey scale, from
serving in the military.(They probably
didn't refer to the Kinsey scale in the
law, but you get my drift.) Allowing
these "one-plus-ers" in the military,
provided that they conceal something
from their being, may have been a step
in the right direction, but DADT is

They're the kind of women who send imagine marrying them, divorcing
an electric current through your heart them and then hating everything about
like Frankenstein's monstercoming to them I once liked. If they did me
life when you see them walking by. wrong in some way, such as cheating
-Some of these women I've gotten to on me, that's one thing. But for me to
know pretty well, and they are usually grow tired of the woman I once glorigood people.
fied, and then get enraged by her presence, is a bad way to go. I see it in
movies like "American *Beauty," in
which Kevin Spacey grew to absolutely hate Annette Benning, despite being
married to her for 15+ years. I've seen
that movie a few times, and every time
I hope never to reach the age of 45 and
let someone's presence alone drive me
to the point of wrath.
So it turns out my fear is not the
marriage ceremony itself. It's more
about what happens long after the
bouquet is tossed and the last bottle of
champagne is drunk. My future may
be inevitable, but I hope never to grow
tired of the woman I eventually marry,
love Interpol, saw them last December
especially not to the point of hating ktAtetlmpmetnmilintwiitim
in Manchester and saw Paul Banks
There's an extremely slim chance, her. Hating is just way too much ener[Interpol's-lead singer] in Paris where
given my circumstances, of mejnjury- gy, and it makes a man's well-being
ing any one of these women. After all, crumble. The way I see it, there may
Re: "Interpol rocks Echo editors I made such an arse of myself asking
for a photo. (He isthe fitness.)
I don't believe in happily ever after. 1 not be a happily ever after, but at least out " Oct. 6, 2005
probably wouldn't be at Colby if 1did. you can try not to live your life in
Zarah Strowbridge
The point is, though, that T couldn't abject misery.
I know I'm like 5 months late or
Liverpool, England
something but just thought I'd say I

I will tell you
what emerging
inevitability really scares the hell
out of me: mguTriage. I'm literally petrified of
marriage.

LETTERS

On the nauseating roles of women in
I-Play Sports: the minority's dilemma

By JAMIE MANZER

By ADAM ATKINSON-LEWIS

not, and never really was,'an appropriate law.
The talk on DADT last Wednesday
night, Feb. 22, was spearheaded by an
ex-Coast Guard Admiral^-heresigned
when he came out on .the tenth
anniversary of DADT--ank featured
testimonials in-persOn by the people I
have listed above. The overall message was completely clear: DADT has
no place in our laws any longer. An
early 2000s Gallup poll was cited,
showing that a vast majority of the
U.S. population sees no problem with
homosexuals (et al.) serving in the
military, most notably the 18-29 year
old demographic-the one that actually
serves on die front lines where unit
cohesion is paramount Having much
more impact than any citable number
were the testimoniesthat the three formerly enlisted men and one formerly
enlisted woman gave. They shared
stories showing both the widespread
acceptance, both"po^ble~^d corrr—
mon, of an out peer in the military, as
Well as the negligence in the enforcement of anti-harassment laws as
applied to a suspected homosexual.
These stories, in combination with
hie national statistics, made it abundantly clear that DADT, rather than
protecting our national security, is
hurting our armed forces, and hurting
the lives of thousands of prospective,
current and past members of the
armed forces. DADT never had a
place in our laws. There is simply no
reason
to
counteract
one's
Constitutional right to equality on the
basis of a contrived, imaginary' threat
to national security.Don't Ask, Don't
Tell (don't harass, don't pursue) is
inappropriate and unwelcome; it is a
law entirely based upon fear, prejudice and hate; It is time, now more
than ever, for DADT to be cleared
from the law books,
Maine is a key state in the effortto
remove DADT from the Law. The bill
needs bipartisan support in the Senate
before it can go any further, and
Senators Olympia Snowe and Susan
Collins are seen as Republicans likely
to support the bill. Write a letter, make
a call or send an e-mail to urge them to
get rid of DADT. Equality should not
be a partisan issue.— - -

the tall side and athletic, but regard- and three broomball rosters. Where
are the women? There are women on
less, I swam in this t-shirt.
So here I am, unable to glorify my this campus who were standout athteam, the sport and myself, simply letes in high school, but won't play
because I can't fit into a T-shirt. Why recreationally even if bribed. Why?
can't I just get my small champi- Well, I've asked. They are unimonship T-shirt? Don't the powers that pressed by our demotion to the botbe know that there are women on tom of Softball line-ups, the
these teams? After all, in recreational defensive and offensive lines of footleagues women must be on the field ball teams and standbys in case
or teams forfeit. Over the past four someone's girlfriend can't make it.
years I have become increasingly
What are women's roles in I-play
aware of the role women play on sports? There have been some new
recreational I-Play teams—and cer- rules instituted. For example, there
tainly the roles that we do not play in cannot be any all-women teams. This
the competitive leagues. Women are "proves" that gender equality on
neither truly wanted in I-ptay sports, teams goes both ways? The question
nor respected. There, I said it. remains: why can't I get my site
Anything a woman does short of fail- small T-shirt? It's not just about the
ure is considered a triumph. I would- shirt, but also about ruehaving to beg
n't mind feeling like I was wanted on the question annually. Women are
a team rather than an obligation- overlooked, as we are the decided
added to the roster to fulfill an I-play minority. If we do live in a social
technicality. Hmm, it sounds like I- bubble, a sanctuary where many
play affirmative action.
external rules of our greater society
Am I being ridiculous? Example: are ignored, why can't we effectively
this past January there was only one contemplate avenues for change and
3-on-3 basketball league, no division truer gender equality on this campus?
between recreational and competi- Question Why men are naturally contive.
The consequence?—Three sidered athletes and women have to
women out of 75 total participants, prove themselves legitimate. Ignore
two of whom were on my team, universal questions about gender for
which, by the way, was only a/ basket the time being and focus on what you
away from making it to , the finals, (both men and women) do ft> perpetClearly men don't add us to rosters uate tin environment that must implewithout a rule forcing them to do so. ment 'nauseating I-play affirmative
Knowing this, most women don't action. P\caac, take notice, because
create teams because they know my complaints as echoed by, many
they'll be up against oil men,
Colby women run deeper than an
Another example: This season I oversized piece of cotton.
am on three 5-on-5 basketball rosters

True Tales of Terror and Truth from Colby Security
by Steven Weinberg
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this week

THURSDAY, .MARCH 2

• Open MIc Night
'. ' 5 p.ra
Eoss Dining Hall

By JOHN DEBRUICKER
STAFF.WRITER

•>•

FRIDAY, MARCH 3
• International Coffee Hour
;
4;30-6p.m .
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• Liang Acrobatic and
Comedy Show
7 p.m.
Page Commons
• Colhy-Bates-Bowdoin OneAct Festival
7:30 p.m.
Bixler/ 178 Given Auditorium
• Emma's Revolution (Folk

j_Miisle)
¦
¦
8 p,m. ' ¦¦ .

Mary Low/105 Coffeehouse

SATURDAY, MARCH 4

• Maine International Film
Festival Fundraiser: 2nd
Annual
Maine
Film
Academy Awards Gala
: 7 p.m..
Art Museum/060 Schupf
Wing
• Colby-Bates-Bowdoln OneAct Festival
7:30 p.m.
Bixler/178 Given Auditorium
¦' ¦•
SPB: Iron Chef Colby
9 p.m.
Page Commons
\

Last Friday night's performance
by Ben Miller and the Low Anthem
in the Mary Low Coffeehouse
shows what a little change in
ambiance can do for a show.
Coffeehouse Chair Jason
Hayes '08 made the executive
decision not to remove the big
comfy couches from the room ,
creating a storytelling environment rather than the densely
packed dance hall that the venue
sometimes tries to emulate.
Students filled the furniture to
capacity and fit ', as many inside as
could comfortably lean against a
spot oa the wall. \
The last time we saw Miller and
his acoustic quartet, it seemed that
they took themselves a bit too seriously. College kids with guitars
writing introspective songs about
COURTESY OF BENMILLER.NE1
relationships are a dime a dozen,
Low
Coffeehouse
to
give
an
intimate,
yet
trul
successful
concert.
Ben
Miller
and
the
Low
Anthem
returned
to
Mary
y
but Miller has demonstrated significant growth with his latest
material, and his onstage persona
has followed suit.
ing and the trip from Rhode Island strummed out their mellow compo- tric guitarist, Christopher Meatto,
Miller 's original songs are still between sips of coffee and energy sitions to the contemplative crowd. mainly supplied rhythmic support as
heavily laden with romanticized drinks; He smiled as he jingled his Miller 's guitar work flickered did Jeffrey Prystowsky's work on
images of burned down houses, hot keys into the microphone to supple- around the melodies more than it acoustic and electric bass,' while
September nights and frozen sub- ment one song and laughed to him- took the lead, the exception being an Jamie Schlessinger's cello hummed
ways, but the band's attitude this self more than once during the set.
incident of "tapping" which, rarely along behind.
The boys opened the set with seen in acoustic players, featured
Perhaps this show was such a big
time around made this tender aesthetic more accessible and less their take on "When the' Stars Go him striking the frets with his fin- draw because the mood in the
canned. Miller fraternized jokingly Blue," which set the laid back tone gertips creating a rapid-fire effect. Coffeehouse felt uncharacteristicalwith the audience between songs, for the evening. They continued to He also transitioned artfully ly like a real coffeehouse. There
sharing stories behind the songwrit- turn the house lights down as they between tunings on the fly. His elec- wasn't pressure to dance, nobody

Marlow 's predictions for the Oscars 2006
By MARLOW STERN
¦

STAFF WRITER

It's been an interesting year in
film. It was a year in which traditional "Hollywood" pictures were for the
most part not very good; some
notable exceptions are "King Kong"
and "Batman Begins," however both
were financial disappointments.
Week after week, the box office was
dominated by D-grade teen horror
films (a disturbing trend that has
continued into '06). All of the five
best picture nominees were outgrossed by a documentary about penguins, and all five best picture
nominees were films made outside
the major studio system.
Best Picture
The likely winner of this year's
best picture award is "Brokeback
Mountain ," a film thathas been building steady momentum since the
award 's season started, taking home
best picture at the Golden Globes, the
BAFTAS and numerous other awards
ceremonies. While Brokeback is the
more touching film , in my opinion
Paul Haggis ' race-relations drama
"Crash" was the more complex and
emotionally powerful film , exhibiting
scenes of brilliant insight into our
multicultural society (even though it
ri pped oil'"Magnolia."
"Brokeback
Prediction:
Mountain "
Preference: "Crash"
Ilcst Actor
Phili p Seymour Hoffman has to IK
the liivorite here. Aside from winning
virtually every best actor award, the
mannerisms and demeanor of "Capote"
is so dead on that this perform ance even
motivated the reclusive Harper Lee to
expose herself in order to commend M r,
Hoffman 's job. However, Heath
Ledger, as the more repressed and fearful of the two cowboys in "Brokeback
Mountain ," exhibits the most layered
and psychologically complex performance of the year. Notable also was
Tertcnce Howard 's dowivnnd-otlt
pimp/wannabe nipper in "Hustle &
Mow," but unfortunately there can be
only one winner.
I'rediction: Philli p Scymow
I tollman in "Cnpotc"
Preference: Heath Ledger in
"Brokeback Mountain"
Best Actress

If you told me last year that Kiern
Knlf ditlcy, Reese Withcrspoon and
felicity I lulTmun would be nominated
for best actress, I would' ve asked you
where you buy your.pat. That being
said, Reese Withcrspoon is the hands

down winner here,
not only because
she delivers a
funny, touching
and utterly convincing- turn as
June Carter Cash
in "Walk the
Line," but because
this
category
offers few strong
contenders.
Felicity Huffman
is said to have a
good chance for
"Transamerica ,"
but the film has
grossed under $2
COURTESY OF WWW.YAHOQ.MOV1ES.COM
million so far.
Jon Stewart will host the Oscars this Sunday.
Prediction/Preference:
Reese
Withcrspoon in "Walk the Line"
Best Supporting Actor
George Clooney is said to be the
front-runner here not onl y because of
his bcefed-up CIA man in "Syriana,"
but because of carryover sentiment
for his film "Good Night and Good
Luck," Matt Dillon is brilliant as a
racist cop in "Crash" and he has acted
in a collection of films, and is almost

It 's been an interesting year in film.
It was *a year in
which traditional
"Hollywood" pictures were for the
most part not very
good.

Rachel Weisz has already won many
awards~for her turn as a pregnant
activist in "The Constant Gardener"
and some feel Michelle Williams
win
for
"Brokeback
mi ght
Mountain," but I'm rooting for the
dark horse.
Prediction/Preference:
Amy
Adams in "Junebug"
Best Director
The director who wins the
Directors Guild of America Award
pretty much always goes on to win
the Oscar, so Ang Lee should win
for "Brokeback Mountain. " Paul
Hagg is ' direction in "Crash" is
excellent , but he is a relative newcomer, and the winner of best picture usuall y has an excellent shot at
best director. George Clooney is the
dark horse here for his direction of
"Good Night , and Good Luck ,"
which has won admiration for its
strong message and unique blackand-white style.
Prediction: Ang Lee
for
"Brokeback Mountain "
Preference: Paul Haggis for
"Crash"

always good. Paul Giamatti could win
because the Academy regrets having
passed him over last year for
Sideways (he wasn't even nominatI' m too lazy to include the arty
ed), but, while his turn as the loyal awards or expound on my reasons for
boxing manager in "Cinderella Man" picking the rest of these, so I' m just
was noteworthy, the film was released going to list them:
in June and the buz?, has diminished.
Best Animated Film: "Wallace &
Prediction:' George Clooney in Grornit: Curse of the Werc-Rubbit"
"Syriana"
Best Documentary: "Murderball"
Preference: Matt Dillon in (Sundance lave)
"Crash"
Best Foreign Film: "Tsotsi" (blind
guess)
Best Supporting Actress
Best Original Screenplay:"Crash"
This category is notorious for being
Best Adapted
Screenplay:
unpredictable; that may mean tin "Brokeback Mountain"
Oscar for the relatively unknown
Best Original Song: "In the Deep"
Amy Adams, whose performance as a from "Crash"
pregnant and cheery young wife in
"Juncbug" is one of my favorite perThe Oscars will be airing the evening
formances of any category this year, of March 5, hosted by Jon Stewart.

was going to melt anybody's face on
guitar, just some - thoughtful poetic
images presented in an agreeable .
musical package. Miller and his
band were never loud for more than
a few minutes, and the departure
into bluegrass for one song made for
a nice complement to the wholesome feel of the set. People attended
on time and stayed until they closed
with Meatto on keyboard for
"Southbound Train."
Given the -success of the show,
especially considering late notice and
minirrial publicity, we can learn
something about the nature of the
Coffeehouse, which serves the Colby
music scene in a number of ways. It is
an autonomous enterprise with a separate budget from the rest of the
Student Programming Board 's
Concert and Live Music branch. It
provides an intimate, alternative
venue from Page, which is reserved
for SPB's more mainstream performances, but that's not to say it can't
rock (exhibit A: The Breakfast). It's a
place to go on a Friday night to hear
something for free that you may have
not realized you were into. It's experimental, it's progressive, it's chill.
Ben Miller 's Low Anthem certainly fit that bill. Their talent is
much more visible when they are
more personable. If their performance and presence continue to
mature as they have in just a year's
time, I expect to see them again,
next time on a bigger stage than our
beloved Coffeehouse

CD Review
The Elected f orge f orward with Sun, Sun, Sun

Rating: 8 out of 10
Faithful Pitchfork readers will
know that Brian Howe found the
newest record by The Elected to be an
artificial, kitschy attempt at country
music. I can't agree with this sentiment!rather I find it to be a genuine
push in the right direction. The
Elected was always supposed to be
Blake Sennett's Rilo KLiley country
side project; subtract Jenny Lewis
and play music in the vein of songs
like "Rest of My Lif e" and ''Salute
My Sriortsl," both of which are
Sennett-helmed acoustic gems from
the group's debut "Takeoffs and
Landings." The Elected's 2003 debut
"Me F irst," while being an outstanding album, didn't exactly live up to its
billing as a country
record, but more accurately was a rock record
with a landscape dotted
by occasional electronic
interludes and laden
with slide guitar. But
slide -guitar alone does
not a country record
make, and I think
Sennett
recognized
exactly that as he forged
into new territory on the
appropriately
titled
"Sun, Sun, Sun."
The main qualm that
I have, and that Mr.
Howe probably has too,
is" that "Sun" doesn't
necessarily take us anywhere new. It features
heavy influence of
country, indie rock and
blues,and isn't necessarily trying to
break these boundaries or meld them
to create a new style. However, it has
to be noted that our current musical
landscape is such that acting within a
predetermined genre'is actually val-

ued; that is to say that _ it_
his been well argued that
bands who are dominating airplay right now
such as The Killers are
doing the same within
their own genre of postpunk, so it should be no
surprise to see Sennett do
the same. And besides,
Sennett was an actor
before he was a full time
musician, so should we
really be surprised aUhis
effort in genre championing? Actors are^generr
ally criticized by how
well they play the part:
Sennett does so with precision, and
though he won 't win any album of
the year awards come December,
this is a memorable and beautiful
album.
The slide guitar finally fits on
tracks like "Old
Times," where,
accompanied by
good, old-fashioned country
longing, I think
we can believe
in
Sennett's
influences and
not that he just
went overboard
with a slide.
L i ke w i s e ,
"Dcsitce"' is a
dusty, truck stop
song featuring
just
acoustic
guitar and harmonica about
saying goodbye
to an old friend.
These two arc two of the slower songs
on a-rccord that rarely deviates from
mid-tempo.
The band is at their best when
they pick up the tempo , "Did Me
Good" and "Biggest Star" are both

Ev *nth*mtt know that
trouble's gonnacomt

to tb*»dg» of th*city
$**tin littln guytrun

ByTODD OLMSTEAD
STAFF WRITER

...like a good
sunny day,
[The Elected]
know not to
complicate anything too much,
and this is to
their advantage...they sure
do know how to
write a beautiful tune.

The Hexted

Sun, Sun, Sun

standout tracks. "Did Me Good"
cruises along in 6/8 time like a convertible on a California freeway on a
cloudless day and when Sennett
breaks out of his normal subdued,
breathy voice he reminds me of how
Pau l McCartney shifted from one
voice to another On "Oh Darling."
Like "Did Me Good," "Biggest
Star" is a sun-drenched pop tune that
lolls delightfully along until a little
past its midway point, when die band
throws the country out the window
and flics into a raucous jam that
brings the album to a dramatic close
with Sennett shouting: "1 can't lose! 1
can't lose!" This type of optimism is a
common denominator for many of the
songs, including the beautiful "Not
Going Home," in which Sennett sings
"I'm not going home/ Sometimes you
just wouldn't dare / Sometimes you
can 't go home / Sometimes you're
already there / When I look at you,
I'm there." Some may find it trite, but
I see a songwriter unashamed to take
pleasure in the sublimely simple, and
it works, In fact, that's a good way to
describe the album; like a good sunny
day, they know not to complicate anything too much, and this is to their
advantage, because they sure do know
how to write a beautiful tune.

T bmarSpring't nicm
in Canada
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As an associate professor of art
at the College, Scott Reed is no
stranger to Colby's art department.
This month, Reed has a one-man
show on display at Colby's Art
Museum titled "Listening." The
exhibit features.- a~collection of
abstract works by Reed, all of
which involve intuitive listening
on Reed 's part.
"All my images are 'visual',"
Reed said. "Otherwise you would
not be able to see anything I have
done. Look hard; you will see what
you see. It may take years to do.
But then again that has been how
long-it-has4aken-me-to^eMe-wheFe
I am visually. 'Listening' has nothing to do with sound or music. It
has to do with intuitive inner listening; of ' being guided by powers
greater than oneself."
Reed began his career as an
intuitive listener/artist in a much
warmer climate. He earned his
Associate's degree in Studio Art
at Polk Community College irit
Winter Haven , Florida. From
there he moved on ' tqre'afn a B.A.
in Painting
from
Florida
University. After going to the
University of: Rhode Island and
earning
his
Master 's , in
Printmaking, he eventually found
his way to Colby College, where
he has remained- for over ten
years . Needless to say, the
rewards of Colby 's art department
outweigh this area 's often cold

LIZA HESTER/THE COLBY ECHO

Wish you couldswing like a pro? This past Friday, Feb. 24, the Colby Ballroom Dance club came together ;
in the Spa to give Jree-of-charge: Swing Dance lessons. Live music began at 10p.m. and led into a memorable night of Colby students showing off their moves.

Book review: Smith s inspiring memoir
By ANNIE KEARNEY
FEATURES EDITOR

I recommend "Name All the
Animals" by Alison Smith with one
caveat: don 't read : the back cover;
in fact, don't read the reviews at the
front of the book either. That was
my big mistake. Someone sent it to
me with a note saying they thought
it was right up my alley. I idly
glanced at the back coyer and
decided I must be sending the
wrong message.
Now, I like to think I'm as openminded as the next person, but any
book that bills itself as a "comingpf-^ge j nerhoir" conceqiing the
^ the author's brother, her
death of
parent's reli gious devotion, her
struggle with anorexia and her
emerging sexuality makes me
cringe. I'm a firm believer that the
term "coming-of-age" should be
stricken from the English language,
as well as the genre; ditto for most
of the memoir
gerire, I' m sympathetic to the
struggles the
author faced,
but
having
spent a good
portion of my
teenage years
reading things
"Girl ,
like
I nterrupted"
and "The Bell
Jar ,"
I' ve
reached a saturation point.
So, I let the book languish somewhere under my bed, usuall y a point
of no rcturji . However, sometime in
the middle .of Jan Plan , lying nearly
comatose in front of Days of Our
Lives , I decided I should probabl y

make sure I still remembered
how to read. The book choices
in my room were severely limited and I was too lazy to go to
the library. Out of desperation ,
T picked up "Name the
Animals.''
I didn 't put the book down
again until I finished it. There's
a reason the book won the 2004
Great New Writers award, and
that the author has spent time in
some of the most famous
writer's workshops in the country—the-' hooks is, to use another word that should probably be
stricken from the English language, transcendent. It is a book
that grabs you, suspends your
judg ment and " disbelief and
overcomes the cliches" into Alison Smith 's "Nante- All the Animals."
which it might easily fall.
Yes, the -author 's brother
does die—but rather than become a along we feel the confusion along
relic or ghost, he is transformed into with her and like the author do not
- a character every bit as real and realize what is happening until it is
¦vital in his death as the other char- underway.
acters are in their own lives. Yes,
Smith's voice is uni que, lyrical ,
the author 's par- gritty and compelling, without a
ents are religious trace of self-pity. As tightly conin a way that could trolled and authoritative as the writbe suffocating, but ing is, it nonetheless manages to
Smith writes about channel all the thoughts , fears and
them with such emotion of Smith at 15, at 17, at 20.
understanding and Unlike so many memoirs , one never
sympath y that we gets the sense the author is looking
as readers never back and trying to recreate what
- see
them
as they felt from a safe distance; on the
oppressors. Yes, contrary, Smith seems to be back in
the
author the crucible of her teenage years ,
becomes anorexic, experiencing - everything about
but she makes the which she writes. I' ve checked
choice seem so Amazon.com three times to make
natural , so easy to sure it is a work of non-fiction ,
,
sli p into that for the first time I . because it seems too close to life to
understood how one mi ght reach be pulled from it.
that point . And yes ,- the author
Overall , Smith's candor , humor
strugg les with her sexuality and the and self-awareness are , insp iring in
realization she is a lesbian; but the best possible way-by never tryagain , we as readers are so carried ing to be..
m
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Reed has taken his inspiration
weather.
"The strengths [of Colby's art from these abstract artist's and., has
department] are probably that we [pro- had his work featured in exhibits in
fessors] honor each other as the kind "a ' vast number of art museums all
¦' "-. ' .¦' ¦ ' .
«f-artwts4haWe-are^iteed:?aid.-^But--over the world, . ' ;.
.
When asked which of his artstill with our different strengths (and
weaknesses), we give our students a works he would most like to be
strong understanding of what it means remembered for, Reed ; simply
replied, "What I have done with
to be an artist and to do art."
'
Reed's understanding of being an .my life." :, ¦:¦A full list of Reed' s, credentials
artist came initially from his fascination with Walt Disney as a child. As wquld take up more space than
he grew older and studied art more, this piece permits, but it goes
he took further inspiration from mod- : without saying that he truly loves
ern artists such as Paul Klee, Wassily the art world and all the shapes
Kaidinsky and Marc Chagall. The ahd colors it encases. If you were
latter artists painted images far more to ask Reed what . he likes best
abstract and complicated than about painting, or about art in
Mickey Mouse, but they caught general , his answer would be
short, but would pretty much
Reed's eye for another feasort
"They were all.' dreamers' to one cover everything: "Why do ' ' you
degree or another," Reed breathe? To stay alive. Have you
explained. "Since graduating from ever thought about not breathing?
high school, which was a long time Any other answer would take
ago, many other artists; have weeks to explain."
blessed me with their vision in
addition to those three artists ;"

ADAM LOWENSTEIN/T HE COLBY ECHO

Striving for Dlympic gold with the
' By GILLIAN BUTSCH
.
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DANA EISENBERG/THE COLBY ECHO

Beer Review

LOOKING FOR AN EXCITING JOB?
GOOD. BECAUSE RED BULL IS
LOOKING FOR A STUDENT BRAND
MANAGER ON YOURCAMPUS!
'
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Last Saturday the third annual International Food Festival invaded .Cotter Union. Prior to the event, Colby
.
students and faculty members alike worked 'together .to cook exotic foods from 28 countries;

'
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Art professor Scott Reed, whose exhibit "Listening " is in the,n\meum.

An ex plor ation

...Smith seems to
be back in the crucible of her
teenage years,
experiencing
everything about
which she writes.

¦*

STAFF WRITER
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STAFF WRITER

The possibilities are endless for
comparing alcoholic beverages; however, there seems to be just as much
variety in the ways in which people
consume alcohol . In my quest lo bring
a little creative ilavor to the beer
review and escape the norms of the
traditional beverage comparison, I' ve
decided to anal yze the methods people use to consume alcohol with an
Olymp ics-insp ired twist. .
While it is interesting lo read different perspectives on various alcoholic
beverages, as a thriving intellectual at
Colby College, I think it 's also interesting to examine the methodology of how
people drink. To prepare lor this article
my roommates and I threw a little
shindig, inviling various members ol
the Colby population us our potential
reviewers . Reveling in the Olymp ic
spiri t, we constructed a little party prop
to up the ante: a sholski. Tinkering
around with tin old ski , 4 shot glasses
and some super glue, we did our part to
keep the torch burning and provide a
novel way for people to imbibe ,
Sometimes a party needs u little something extra to .make it spectacular. For
our purposes, llic shotski lit this bill.
To start the party right, everyone in
attendance took u "Bode Miller" shot:
struight-up Bacard i 151, AfteHowering
the ski, Mariah Daly '06 cringed: "Hw.

I choked on thai harder than Hode'did in
Ihe Olympics. " The universa l'unpopularity of the shot demanded a sufficient
chaser, the "Sasha Cohen," a delightful
mixture of _ cranberry, orange and
pineapp le juice perfect for those of us
under-2 lers. Kcndru King '06' dominated the sholski for most of the rest of (lie
night , finding both willing and , unwilling partici pants to join her imbibing.
"This ' is so much fun , I think I niight
try skiing now," exclaimed Toini Rivas
'06, in between' stolen swigs oil' of
everyone else 's drinks. Lauren
lirickson '06 mediated the activities ,us
the token party referee , complete: with
mi olficinl slripctl .shirt and whistle.
As I wondered mound the room, I
realized that in this social drinkin g
scene many of the games peopjp play
and props people use have a distinct
Torlno-esque qualify about them. Ho it

shotskis , ice luges or just the sheer
competitiveness in the various games,
the drinking scene had a definite
Olymp ic mini. Monty lltinkin ' '06
agreed; "I think Deirut should be the
next Olympic sport , it 's more legit
tli.'iii curling. " Lota Oolmiti '06 took,
tlie opportunity to liken her rowdy
game of fli p-cup to fast track .speed
skating, . "This intense, hi gh energy
relay race make me feol like I' m skating for the gold ' right now, but really
I 'm just drinking. It 's great,"
Lauren Simmons '06 was quick to
celebrate victory with. ', ipvyonc wl »o
won, exchanging swigs of ctilimpagnu
and intermittent hooting, The games
continued and everyone agreed that
the , .sholski provided it healthy dose ol
spunjkito liven things up and make the
night slightly less forgettable thim just
another Saturday night.

Alpine hasstrongestp erf ormance of the season Bailey just misses;N(MA.
Div. I qualification time
Ryan Praskievicz 07 was very
close behind in 32nd place.
The women's team did nearly as
well,
taking a solid sixth; place.
In their last carnival of the seaLathrop once again proved her skill
sun , Colby 'a alpine ski team finally
by finishing in seventh place.
g ive the performance that they
Wagenheim was in 20th,
have been looking for this winter.
Consenstein took 23rd and Healey
A t .the -Eastern IntercoHegiate Ski
finished 26th. Best also raced well,
Association Championships, hostputting her in 28th place.
eil by Middlebury College, both the
In terms of showing the
men 's and women's teams put oh
improvement of the skiers, the
their best performances of the year.
men ?s performance in the slalom
With the women taking fourth in
competition equaled the women's
t'ie giant slalom , and the men capgiant slalom results from the day
t'-i ring fourth in the slalom, the team
before. Corning off of a very strong
skied better than they have all seaseason last year, Colby has had to
S;. n: Although Colby was eighth in
work
hard to rebuild what they lost.
the overall alpine and nqrdiccomThe carnival season started slow,
h ned team scores at the end of the I
PWTO CO URTESY OF ALBERT BUICI/WODIEBURY COLLEGE
with mediocre finishes and inconracing, * the alpine results reajl y Women s' alpine skiing performed very well at the EISA championships, taking
sistent skiing. That gradually
sl owed improvement.:
fourth p lace in the giant slalom and sixth in the slalom'.
changed as the season progressed,
The giant slalom competition
with
the
performance , at
took place on the first day of the
m,
giant slalo .
Middlebury being the culmination of
ctrampionshipsrCaptainAbbi Lathrop Alissa Consenstein '08 placed 39th.
'(!6 continued her top-ten streak by
They made up for it the next day in this effort.
- On the men's side, Colby struggled
Centauro and Lathrop have both
pl acing eighth in the event. This fin- in the giant slalom race. They showed the slalom. The Colby men took
ish, plus the five other women placing some improvement, although their fourth place and had five skiers in the made the. cut for the NCAA champiir the top forty, hel ped Colby glide skiing—was ; consistent with results top 40. They werejust three points out onships. Reei, who was right on the
p ist other schools to take fourth place. from earlier- in the season. The of ihird place. Centauro once again bubble before this weekend, will also
IVrett Wagenheim '08 managed a strongest performances were by Jody led the team with an eighth place fin- go to the championships. Although
sifong 22nd-place, and .Caitlin Healey Centauro '08, who took 19th, and by ish and Captain Rory Kelly '06 came Colby is sending half as many skiers
'< 6, although barely a second behind Sam Withcrspoon '09, who finished in at very strong 12th place. Charlie to the NCAA's as they did last year,
her, came in at 28th. Ashley Best '07 29th. With fewer skiers getting in Reed '06 took 23 rd and Christian there are many talented skiers on the
was a very close 29th p lace. good times than on the women's team, Talmage '09, in one of his best carni- team who are looking forward to next
}¦
¦ cKcnzie Wessen '07 took 32nd and the Colby men placed eighth in the val finishes of. the year, came in 3.1st. season.
By CHRISSY GARDNER
STAFF WRITER
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Women 's squash ends 12th
whether they would finish 11th or 12th
place. In this final battle, the Mules
fought an instate rival , Bowdoin
The Colby women's squash team College. After losing to the Polar
traveled to Harvard University last Bears 8-1 in their last meeting in the
% THE WORLD'S FASTEST
'
¦•
weekend to compete in the national New England Small College Athletic
| . ; INDIAN . . '
tournament. The Mules entered the Conference tournament, the match up
PG-13 Nightly at 5:00, 7:30;
|
tournament ranked 13th in the country, did not look very optimistic for Colby.
II matinees Sat./Sun. at 12:00, 2:30
.;__________^.
1; ¦
. In the first match of theotournament, Despite this, the "Mules came out
Colby took on 12th ranked strong in the match and looked to
TRANSAMERICA ,
%.
Connecticut College. The Mules came improve on this score from the last
I R Ni ghtly at5:10, 7:15 & 9:15;
I matinees- Sat./Sun. at 1:00 & 3:05 out strong and dominated the match meeting. Slack played extremely well
' " against the Camels by the score of 7-2. in her final match: After falling behind
- — —
i.
, Sophomore.Sophie Newbury fought 2-1, she came back to win the final
i
MRS. HENDERSON
' ;. :
herway
back from being down two two games by the score of 9-3 and 9-6
'
PRESENTS./ ¦;
[i| :
games to one to win a point for the to take the 3-2 win. Delano also won
=¦' R Ni ghtly at 5:30; matinees
Mules
from the sixth position. The top ' her match for the Mules from the third
I
Sat./Sun. at 12:15 .
four positions of Stacy Petro '08,[ ,,position. Losing the first game, she
Captain Emilie Slack '06, Nina,„ dominated the rest of the match to win
BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN
Delano
'08.and Jess Vogel '09 respec- 3-1.
I ¦R Ni ghtly at 7:45; matinees
tively,
all
won their matches for Colby
Unfortunately, these were the only
Sat./Sun. at 2:20
ij
First-year Beth Cole and junior Kate two matches that the Mules were able
Dziedzic
both took 3-0 victories in to pull out, losing 7-2. The Mules were
LANGUAGE OF AMERICA
|
their
matches
from the seventh and not disappointed with the overall sea:
Sat./Sun. at 10 a.m.
|
j:
eighth positions.
son performance though. After start| ;
In their next match, the women took ing the season ranked 14th, and
i:
¦ _. ' _
on the ninth ranked Cornell University eventually falling to 18th, finishing in
1 ' ¦
Big Red. The Big Red came out hard the 12th spot in the nation was a great
ACADEMY AWARDS
f
and
took the match by the score of 9- finish for the team.
CELEBRATION
f
0.
The
loss did not come without hard
"We really stepped it up as a team
Sunday at 8 p.m.
for
nationals ," Slack adding,
effort from the Mules. Newbury took
' Free Admission!
her match to the deciding fifth game "Everyone played as well as they
and nearly pulled off the win.
could against some really good teams
and
After
the
loss
to
Cornell,
the
Mules
pulling out 12th place was an
'¦^
B B^H
B B B B^H
^
^^^
''sB&V&V&V&B&V&V&V&V&V&V&V&V&l
had one more match to play? deciding excellent finish for us."
By DAN SCHUPACK

On Screen Fri.
I
I Mar. 3 through Thurs. Mar. 9
%¦
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MEN'S HOCKEY:
LosestoTrinity
^

Continued Frorri Page 10

By WALTERCAMPBELL
STAF WRITER

way and we skied poorly as a team."
Kris Dobie '06 did well, finishing
26th, but no other men on the Colby
team finished under 30th. John Swain
'08 and Austin Ross '08 were caught
in a pile.up at the start of the race, and
Fred Bailey '07 crashed into a couple
other skiers later in the race, making it
quite difficult for any of therrito finish

Last weekend the men 's and
women's riordic ski teams, competed
in the Eastern Championships at
Middlebury College.The men 's team
did riot do as well as they would have
¦
¦ '.
liked, although there were some solid well.
'
individual
performances.
The
On Saturday, the women had a 5
women's team did quite well, making kilometer classic race. The women did
this one of their most successful sea- fairly well again, Jospe leading with a
sons, but vvere still a bit disappointed 23rd place finish, only seconds away
•with their performance.
from the top 20. Schwartz continued
The races were originally to be held her excellent performance, finishing
at the Rjkert Touring Center at 35th, followed by Easter in 37th.
Middlebury 'but Were moved to; the
The men's team did much better on
Craftsbury Outdoor Center because of Saturday, showing great improvement
a lack of snow.
and fortunately not being hindered by
On Friday, the women beat Bates any skiing crashes. Bailey finished
College but were defeated by Saint T2th, impressing everyone and'just
Lawrence University and Williams barely missing qualification for the
Coljege in a 15 kilometer freestyle NCAA Division I Nationals in
race. Hilary Easter '06 led Colby with Steamboat Springs, Colorado. Dobie
a 21st place finish after a grueling finished 36th, and Swain and Ross
sprint at the end against a Saint finished only a second behind him in
Lawrence skier. Women's Captain ,37th and 38th respectively.
Alex Jospe '06 said, "Hilary 's specialOverall the women's team had a
ities are distance mass start races, so great season . In fact, Jospe even
she was psyched to do well." Kathleen claimed it was the most 'successful
rVIaynard '09 followed Easter in 24th, season "in Colby history," She also
after "battling it out with most of the believes there are many good seasons
Williams team for most of the race," to look forward to, even though she
according to Jospe. The next Colby and Easter are graduating.
skier was Aime Schwartz '08, who
Smithwood says that the biggest
had the best race of her college career challenge this season was the lack of
with a 28 th place finish.
snow, which has forced the nordic
The men skied a 20 kilometer team to "get very creative in our trainfreesty le race on Friday. Men 's ing." But despite this challenge, he
Captain Brandon Smithwood '06 said thinks that individually the men's
that they had high hopes for this race team had some real success and that
because of previous success they had the depth of good skiers helped when
on the Craftsbury course. But despite the team as a whole wasn't functiontheir hopes, "things did not go our ing at their best.

top nine point scorers. Osborne noted,
"As for next year, hopeiully we do go
farther than this year. That is always
the goal going
into every year.
However, we will
miss the five
seniors both on
and off the ice."
G r a n dj c a n
emerged as the
clear number one '
net-minder this
year and per;-, -.,
formed exception- ,
ally well doivn the
stretch, earning
shutouts in two of
his last three regular season games
and stopping 40 of
Trinity's 43 shots
in last weekend's
game.
Colby
hockey should be
a force with which
to contend when
the Mules return
to the ice next
November.
Trinity defeated the Mules in overtime p lay with a final score of 3-2.

JUSTIN DUNN/THE COLBY ECHO
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Maineliners f i nish thirdat Eastern Sectionals
place for teams to grow." St. Anselm
College won the open title, followed
by Princeton University. The
Maineliners were third out of a pool of
ten teams. Not only was the third
place finish' an improvement from-the
tenth place finish from 2005, but as
Parrish '08 noted, "Our scores were
closer to the teams ahead of us than
last year, which was rewarding, and it
was fun to get a medal!"
The Maineliners performed a
three minute long routine to a classi-

cal-techno piece of music called
"The Piano Player"by Maksim. "We
SPORTS EDITOR
performed elements such as blocks,
circles, concentric circles, a pyra' Colby's synchronized skating team,
mid, lines, spirals, rotating pinwheels, and line intersections,"
the Maineliners, traveled to the
Parrish said.
Eastern Sectional championships in
Duluth, Georgia on Jan. 27 and 28;
The Mairielihers are open to skaters
of all abilities. Parrish noted that the
The Maineliners were accompanied
beginner skaters on the team have
by about 80 other teams from across
made huge improvements. The team
the country and of different ability
does have a number of beginner
levels. Colby's team placed third in
skaters, as well as some extremely talthe Open Collegiate Division.
Synchronized skating involves
ented skaters. Parrish has :
competed internationally
8-20 men and women, who skate
connected together by their hands
and was a member of
or shoulders and create interesting
Team USA Synchronized
Skating, while Captain
formations while the more experiand Vice President Holly
enced skaters may add in the rnore
Andersen '08 has also
complicated jumps and spins. The
been a member of multiMaineliners are part of Colby's
Figure Skating Club, which enterple synchronized skating
teams. Two other memtains a wide array of skating interests and abilities, ; including"
. hers have passed their
Gold
moves tests.
individual and recreational figure
However, synchronized
skating and practices at Kennebec
skating is very much a
Arena in Augusta.
team sport, so each memThe third place finish was the
ber is extremely importop finish for the Maineliners in
tant.
their two years of synchronized
skating experience. Last year the
The team is done with
their competitions for
Maineliners traveled to Lowell,
this season, but they will
Massachusetts to compete at the
PHOTO COURTESY OF SARAH PARRISH
National Synchronized Team The Maineliners, performingtheir routine to "The Piano Player " by Maksim in the Open have a performance on
^
March 11 at 7:30 p.m.
Skating Championships, where Collegiate Division at the Eastern Sectional championships. They finished in third place.
they finished in tenth place and performed a James Bond themed routine.
The Open Collegiate Division that the
team competed in this year is a division created fqr new teams and is less
competitive then the traditional collegiate division. The open division also
allows for 8-16 skaters, rather than the
typical 16-20 skaters, so that young
teams just starting but can still have
the opportunity to compete. Club
President and Captain Sarah Parrish
'08 described the division as "a good

By ALEXA UNDAUER

Son of longtime Colby coach wins gold in Torino
Coach Westcott also noted that two seem more realistically attainable
recently saw his son become an
Olympic Champion. On Feb. 16, Jim's athletes in particular seemed to really because he knew her."
Although Seth was profoundly
29-year-old son Seth took the gold in make an impression on Seth.
the snowboard-cross at the Winter "Distance runner Andy Sheehan and influenced by his father 's coaching
Olympics in Torino, Italy. The event track and field Captain Jim Pietro career, Jim knows that he is father, not
was held for the first time as part of became mentors.for Seth. He reall y coach, when it comes to snowboardlooked up to them as athletes. One ing. "I don't say athing about the race.
the Torino games. .
Seth honed his snowboarding skills time Jim caught Seth climbing the col- He knows a lot more about what he.is
at nearby Carrabassett Valley lapsed bleachers in the gym. Before doing than I do. All I can do is let him
Academy located at the base of Jim could stop him Seth had reached know we're here to support him."
Sugarloaf/USA Mountain/ After fail- the top."
Recently Jim has in fact tried his
ing to qualify for both the 1998
Beyond being immersed in athletics hand at snowboarding. "I went up to
Nagano games and the 2002 Salt Lake at an early age, Seth became exposed Sugarloaf last year on a special day for
City games as a half pipe competitor, to the reality of real life Olympic con- Colby faculty and staff. Though I had
Seth turned his focus towards snow- quest in 1984 when Joan Beniot always been a skier I really enjoyed
board cross. His path to Olympic gold Sarriu'elson won gold in the inaugural snowboarding and have been nine or
began long before, however, as he was Olympic women's marathon in Los ten times since then."
at his f ather's side on the track at an Angeles. Behoit !had spent part of her
Overall, Jim and Serb's mother Jo
early age.
cbllegiate career 'at North Carolina could not be more proud of their soA.
In the late seventies as Jim began, Sate University where Jim Westcott "When he won it was really emotionhis tenure at Colby, young Seth was at was director of the track program al, both as a father and a coach. Seth
his side. "He used to spend about two before coming to Colby. Jim under- draped himself in an American flag
afternoons a week with me and the stands the significant impact Beniot's after the final. The flag was presented
team in the field house," Jim recalled. victory had on Seth: "Well she used to to the family at -the funeral of Serb's
"This lasted from when he was about babysit for Seth while we were at NC grandfather, a World War II veteran. It
five to when he was about 8. The guys State and I think that her victory in was really a special moment."
used to toss him in the pole vault pit, L.A. has always made Olymp ic gold
which was really fun for him."
seem more real to him. It has made it

EVERYBODY'S UNDERDOG
By ZACH RUSSEM

Jim Westcott served as head coach
of the Mules men's cross country and
track and field teams for 25 years, tak'
ing charge of Colby men's jun nmg
programs in 1978, He led the men's
cross country team to New England
Small College Athletic Conference
titles in 1987, 1990, and 1993. He also
coached the men's outdoor track and
field team to the 1986 NESCAC
championship.
As if Westcott did not have reason
enough to be proud of his record of
guiding young athletes to success, he
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Ben Grandjean'07

Men's hockey goalkeeper Grandjean finished his season with an impressive .916 save percentage, blocking a total of 478 shots and placing in fourth
in the NESCAC in the save percentage category. Grandjean was also fifth in
winning percentage category, with .633, and sixth in the goals against aver=- ..
age, with 2.71. He had an impressive 40 saves in Feb. 25's disappointing 32 overtime loss to Trinity in the NESCAC quarterfinal. Grandjean tallied 36
saves against Wesleyan on Feb. 10 in a 1-0 victory for the Mules, as well as
36 saves Jan. 27 in a 5-3 loss against Salem State. .

The best and the worst
athlete Beirut partners

THE RAMBUN MAN
By AJ HERRMANN

criminal incidents involving alcohol
has got to be good at drinking games.
2. Bode Miller: After winning no
medals-at-the Tojino Olympics, Bode
was quoted as saying "It's been an
awesome two weeks...I got to party
and socialize on an Olympic leveL" ~
I'm convinced.
1. Shaquille O'Neal: The Diesel is
so tall he can practically drop the ball
in the cups on the other side, plus anyas
one who^jj ever seen him interviewed on TV. knows that he's a funloving guy who'd be a blast to spend
some time with. His free throw shooting, however, would still worry me.
TOp 5 Worst Beirut Partners for
"""
Athletes
5. Anna Kournikova: She'd be distracted by all the guys hitting on her,
and" she's not even good at tennis.
4. Terrell Owens: He's an amazing
athlete, but considering
his
sharpie skills I
think beer die
would be a better
game for him.
3.
Jason
Giambi: As soon
as he missed- a
cup the roid rage
would set in and
. there would be a
good chance of
him going off on
you or your
opponents. Plus
you 'd have to
worry about him
dropping you for another partner if
some rich tool came along and offered
to pay for his beer for the night,
2. Ricky Williams: Beer is not Ricky's
intoxicating substance of choice. He
probably would be easily distracted if
someone in die room activated the
iTunes Visualizer or ordered Papa John's.
1. Ron Artest: We all saw what
happened last year when he got a l ittle
bit of beer spilled on him by a fan.
Imagine what would happen if an
intoxicated first-year accidentall y
spilt beer on him in a crowded college
party.
""

I considered
how clutch a
potential partner
would be and
how cool it
would be to
spend a few
hours drinking
with them.
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Devastator of the Week

So I'm playing a few games of
Beirut last weekend after reading my
esteemed colleague Steve Sandak
'07's excellent article on athletes you
would never want to meet in a dark
alley (I especially empathize with
Steve on this because even Earl
Boykins can be menacing when
you're his height "). His article got me
thinking about which
athletes would be the
best and worst Beirut
partners. Besides the
obvious skill of throwing the ball into the
cups, I considered how
clutch a potential partner would be and how
cool" it ' would be to
spend a few hours
drinking with them.
Here's what I decided:
MMKB ^^^K ^MTop 5 Best Beirut
^Pppmj^^^^^^^^^^w Partners for Athletes
5. David Ortiz: Big
Papi is one of the most
clutch guys out there,
and anyone who weighs 230 has to be
M FW
able to put them back. Plus he seems
like a fun guy with whom to spend the
,
n_
.
night hanging out.
4. Tiger Woods: Part of Beirut is
focus, and I can only imagine Tiger
zoning in on cup after cup with laser
precision. However, he loses some
points on the personality side and 1
worry about the performances he's put
up since he married his Swedish
supermodel wife.
3. Sebastian Janikowski: Kickers
have to focus in the same way Beirut
players do, and anyone with that many
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this week
in sports

Women 's hockey wins NESCAC quarterf ina l, beats Amh erst
on the hoard six minutes into the first
period
with an assist from Lauren
SPORTS EDITOR
Goethals '08. Two minutes later,
Julian put another shot in the net with
'
Colby,, woman's hockey earned a an assist from Laura Anning '09.
spot iii 'the :Sew England Small Heather Nickerson '0? tallied the
College Athletic Conference semifi- game-winning goal at 15:25 in the
nals -after defeating Amherst College first period with an assist from Nicole
on Saturday, j but with top-seeded Crocker '09. However, Amherst
, refused to end the first period v/ith a
MiddJeMjrxXcdle^eAoj imingjn^e
future the Mules will have their work shutout, as Anna MacLean '09 scored :
cut out for therh.
an unassisted goal to end the period.
Captain Caitlin Leahy '06 noted the
importance of the goals in the first
period: "We jumped on Amherst right
away with two big goals in the beginning of the first period, and it really
showed how badly we wanted the win.
We beat .a very good hockey team, and
it was an all-around effort."
Julian ~continued her outstanding
play as she scored the lone goal of the
second period on a power play with an
assist from Nickersori. Amherst outshot Colby 15-8 in the period, but was
unable to get the puck past Colby
goaltender Genevieve Trigahne ' 08.
The Lord Jeffs managed to score
Caitlin Leahy '06 __ the lone goal in the third period, making the final score a 4-2 Colby victory. .
Captain
Triganhe had 24 saves for the Mules
and Colby outshot Amherst 35-24 on
Fifth-seeded Amherst was unable to the game. Colby had previously beat
catch the Mules on Saturday,who beat Amherst 2-2 and 5-3, but in NESCAC
them for the third time this season in playoffs upsets are hardly unusual.
Colby will take on the Middlebury
the NESCAC quarterfinal match.
First-year Rebecca Julian put Colby Panthers at Middlebury this Saturday.

FRIDAY, MARCH 3

By ALEXA LUNDAUER

We jumped on
Amherst right
away withintwo
bi^ goals the
beginning of the
first period, and
it really showed
how badly we
wanted the win.

? Women's Indoor Track
@ Yale Last Chance Meet
j • Men 's Indoor Track
@ Yale Last Chance Meet
SATURDAY, MARCH 4
, • Men 's Indoor Track
@ Yale Last Chance Meet
• Women's Hockey
@ Middlebury
NESCAC semifinals

JUSTIN DUNN/THE COLBY ECHO

Women 's hockey played some strong defense against Amherst in order to take a 4-2 victory over theLord Jeffs.
Goalkeeper Genevieve Trigame '08 had 24 saxes for the Mules.
Meanwhile, second-Seeded Bowdoin
College will play third-seeded
Williams College., ,jvith .the championship match occurring at Middlebury
on Sunday. Middlebury has previously defeated Colby 7-1 and 3-0. Colby
has the top point scorer iri trieTeagxie
in Arming, who has 36 points in the

form of 20 goals and 16 assists.
However, Middlebury! has one' of the
best goalies in the NESCAC, Kate
Kogut '06, who has the lowest goals
against, average ' iri the league and
whose .916 save percentage matches
that of Colby's Triganne. Leahy said,
"If we want to beat Middlebuiy;'vye

Foster finishes second in weigh
400 meter leg was filled b'y Brent
Aigler '08. "You call runners
'machines' but it seems like nobody is
more of a machine than Brent,"
The men's and women's indoor Vassallo said. First-year standout
track teams
took on the" - best collegiate Menya Hinga took the third 800 meter
¦ 'i ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ .
athletes in New England on Friday leg, running a thrilling 1:57.04.
and Saturday at the 2006 Open New "Hinga pretty much filled the shoes
England Championships held at left vacant by Ian London, who ran the
Boston University. On Friday, the men 800 in the DMR last winter. He's a
posted a fifth place finish among New really solid runner, and the best sign is
England Small College Athletic that he can go faster," Vassallo added.
Conference schools and the women
The anchor leg was run by Vassallo.
took sixth among NESCAC schools.
"It is amusing to watch Dan run a 4:20Leading the men was Jason Foster something mile when he swears he has
'06 in the ' weight throw- Foster 's no speed," Coffin said. "Five guys, five
fourth place toss, second among great performances. It was an aweDivision III athletes, broke his own some night," Vassalloconcluded.
school record with a mark of
The women's meet was also high58' 1.25". "This throw currently places lighted by the distance medley relay.
him 8th among Div III throwers in the In an attempt to qualify for nationals
country and almost assures him an all four girls ran fresh; the result was
invite to the national championships eleven seconds under the provisional
in Minnesota," Head Coach Todd mark and a currently just inside the
Collin said.
twelve team bubble to be invited to
The only ofher event Colby men Minnesota,
participated in was the distance medLiz Petite '08 opened up the DMR
ley relay, finishing ninth, "It was great with a 3:41 1,200 meter. "This was her
to see the relay team gel to snag a top best time by seven seconds, a great
10 finish in the DMR. We were a scant improvement ," Head Coach Deb
1.4 seconds away from eighth, the last Aitken said, Eri n Beasley '09 folscoring position," Coffin explained.
lowed that up with a 1:04-84 400
Leading off was Bob Glotfelty '08 meter, "We know she can run faster
in the 1,200 meter. Distance Captain and should this weekend ," Aitken
Dan Vassallo f 07 said, "He ran a ter- commented. Dcvan Fitzpatrick '09
rific race, and after this season, I think ran 2:20.35 in the 800 meter leg. "This
he'll be regarded in the upper tier of was close to her fastest time of the
mid-distance runners in the state." The season, but [she] went out too fast.
By JEFFREY ALDEN
"•' ' STAFF WRITER

Brcslin '06. Josh Rebcr '08 got the
Mules on the board in the first 12 minSTAfT WRITER
utes by beating Brcslin up high off of
a nice feed from forward T,J . Kclley
The men's hockey saw its season '08 (Joel Covelli '09 also assisted on
come to a close last Saturday as the play), Ben Grandjean '07 kept the
Trinity College defenseman Chris Mule lead through the aul of the periDiozzi '09 scored his first collegiate od by stepping all nine Trinity shots.
goal fourteen minutes into overtime to
The Bantams seemed to get their
lead the Bantams to a 3-2 victory over legs under them in the second period ,
the Mules. It was the second time in as Trinity kept the pressure on the
three weeks Trinity had beaten Colby entire period and finally got on the
(and the third time in four years, the board on a power play goal midway
Bantams knocked the Mules out of the through the period. Things ended all
New England Small College Athletic tied up after the second period, setting
Conference playoffs). With its victory the stage for an exciting third period
Trinity earned the right to play us whichever team lost was headed
Bowdoin College in this weekend's home for the season, Patrick
NESCAC semifinals at Middlebury Rutherford '07 scored for the Mules
College.
with eight minutesi left in the game
Colby got off to a great start in the (assist from Arthur Fritch '08) and it
first period, controlling the pace of the looked for a few minutes like the
game .and earning a few decent scor- Mules could hang on, but Trinity tied
ing chances on Trinity goalie Henry the game up with three minutes left to

She wilL fun
faster
this
weekend
by
r""Y' ' ' ' . IV
a litgoing out
tle more conservativel y,"
Aitken said,
paptain . ' Jess
Minty
'06
capped the race
with a speedy
5:02.55 split in
the mile.
In track' s
glory event ,
the mile, Anna
King
'08
dropped three
s e c on d s ,
putting her at
5:03.58,
Unfortunately,
that is- only
good for 18th
in the national
PHOTO COURTESY OF STEWART TUHNEI1
rankings. She
will need to Anna King '08 runs the mile at New England Opens. She
crack 5:00 to is currently ranked 18th in the national rankings.
¦
get into the ,[¦
'
such great improvements, I believe
top 12.
ICaren Prisby '07 and Liz Turner they are both ready for a short break
'06 took on the 25 lap 5,000 meter. and to refocus on the outdoor season,"
Prisby finished eighth , running her Aitken said ,
second fastest time of the year, while
Athletes that have met ECAC stanTurner ran 18:43.70 after going out dards arc down to their last opportunitoo fast in the first mile. "Both Prisby ty to qualify for Nationals at this
and Turner will end their indoor sea- weekends "Last Chance Meet" held at
son with that race. They both have had Ya|e University.

send things jsrifo the/ deciding overtirrie
period,
'
'
Despite,, the unfortunate end to the
season the Mules can hold their heads
high thanks ,to a largely successful
2005-2006 campaign. Colby ends the
season 15-9- 1 and earned some
impressive wins over ranked opponents. The results arc especially
impressive considering the team 's
inexperience and the injury problems
the team battled throughout the season
(at one point the Mules' were only able
to dress nine forwards and four
defensemen for a game) . Qrcg
Osborne '07 said , "I think the team
considers the year to be successful.
Obviousl y we are all disappointed in
how the season came to un end , but I
think we should bo proud of what we
did together all yenr. We certainly
fought through much more adversity
than we've ever had to face before and
that I think reall y shows the character

just need confidence and consistency.
We've outplayed them for a period
here and there over the last two games
this season; but we know we need
three solid periods to win. That will
make the difference."

LOOK FOR THE WINTER
MULE PACK IN NEXT
WEEK'S ISSUE.
'• ¦¦
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Men s swimmingand diving has highestfinish

Men 's hockey finishes season with 3-2 loss to Trinity
By AJ HERRMANN

|
I

GOOD LUCK WOMEN'S
HOCKEY, MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S INDOOR
!
TRACK, MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S SWIMMING
AND ALPINE SKIINGIN
YOUR UPCOMING
CHAMPIONSHIPS!

of the guys on our team,"
' The upside of the team 's inexperience this year will be the return of
many key players for next year 's
squad, The Mules will graduate only
five players this year (Jake Bayley
'06, Adam Carlson '06, Kevin Lyons
'06, Ryan O'Flanagan '06 and Todd
O'llara '06) and will return the team's
Continued on Page 8
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in^istory^HheNESGAGH5bamp4onships^"
By JOHN WALLER
STAFF WRITER

The Colby men's swimming and
diving team had their highest team
finish in the six year history of the
New England Small College Athletic
Conference Championships last
weekend at Williams College.
The Mules finished in fifth place
with 785 points, ahead of Maine rivals
Bowdoin College (eighth place, 693
points) and Bates College (tenth
Williams
place, 405.5 points).
College won the meet with an impressive point total of 2,068.
"It was a total team effort," Head
Coach Tom Burton said. "Everyone
swam exceptionally well. All 19 men
scored points contributing to our success. It was the culmination of a good
season."
Jabez Dewey '07 and Evan Mullin
'08 led the way for the Mules with
outstanding individual and relay contributions. Dewey set three school
records during the three-day meet in
the 50, 100 and 200 yard backstroke
and
will
head
to NCAA
in
the
100
and 200
Championships
backstroke. He's ranked seventh in the
nation in the 100 back and will compete at NCAA's for the third straight
year in that event; it will be his first
time in the 200 back at NCAA's.
Dewey finished the meet in scvente^hth.,'piace on the individual point
list; with 11?? pqintiv finishing second
50
(24;08) iit ^he v$d:backstroke and
fbAfeiife^n'fl^ri)back. *
, Mullin brdkc his school record in
the 500 yard freestyle (4:42.01) finishing in ninth place and just missed
the school record in the 200 yard free,
finishing in fifth placev ( 1:42.67). He
has qualified provisionally for
NCAA's in the 200 free but is still
waiting to hear if he's ranked high
enough to go.

The Mules did face some adversity
during the meet after false starts-in the
400 and 200 meter IM relay dropped
them down to eighth, but Burton said
the team rallied around each other
from that point on and was impressed
with the team 's ability to fight back up
to fifth place.
The freestyle relays were a different' story with Dewey, Mullin , Sam
Warnpler '09, Ryan Adams '07, Chris
DeSantis '06 and Mike Finnerty '08
picking up a lot of clutch points.
These six. men were used in the 200,
400, and 800 yard freestyle relays,
which finished fourth (1:25.86),
fourth (3:11.00), and • seventh
(7:09.39), respectively.
Wamplcr and DeSantis also contributed in many individual events
along with Andrew Peterson '08 and
Mitch Bartkiewicz '07. Wampler finished in the top 12 in three events, the
50 yard backstroke, and 50 and 100
free. DeSantis and Peterson finished
in the top 10 in both the 50 and 1O0
brcaststroke, and DeSantis teamed up
with Patrick Dean '07 in the 200
breast with both swimmers finishing
in the top 12, Bartkiewicz competed
in both the 200 and 400 yard IM for
the Mules finishing in thirteenth and
twelfth , respectively.
In the diving events, Ian Cross '07
was the sole competitor for the men
finishing in an impressive ninth place
and eleventh place on the three and
one meter boards even after injuring
his shoulder during a preliminary
dive.
"Ian gave us an incredible effort,"
Burton said. "It 's too bad they don 't
give points for heart ."
The women's team will send five
athletes to NCAA championshi ps next
weekend, including Kelly Norswoithy
'08, who was named ECAC CoSwimmer of the Week for her performance at NESCAC championshi ps.
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Alpine skiing competes at EISA*
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